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Abstract
For nearly a decade PG&E has been on the forefront of incorporating Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs) into its electric distribution planning with the goal of cost effectively deferring or eliminating
distribution asset upgrades through its Targeted Demand Side Management (TDSM) program. To
identify grid locations where DERs may be used to affordably improve the nation’s largest smart
grid, PG&E submitted a proposal to the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) program for a
project titled Demand Reduction Through Targeted Data Analytics (hereafter EPIC 2.22).
The TDSM optimization platform created by EPIC 2.22 enhances electric distribution planning tools
and processes by facilitating identification of the lowest cost solution capable of deferring or
replacing asset upgrades with DERs serving as Non-Wires Alternatives (NWA). Both traditional wires
solutions and DER portfolios (NWA) are considered, and distribution planners are supplied with
enhanced information on: where distribution asset overloads are forecasted to occur; when these
overloads are forecasted to occur; what DER portfolio solution may meet the forecasted need at
the lowest cost; which customers are most likely to adopt DERs and are thus good candidates for
targeted solution marketing.
EPIC 2.22 developed a TDSM platform that accomplishes this in 4 key steps: Collect, Optimize,
Recommend, and Enhance (C.O.R.E.). Through these four CORE steps, EPIC 2.22:
1) Collects disparate data from across the Company including: asset information, load and DER
forecasts, technology impact curves, customer insights, smart meter usage data, and more.
2) Optimizes by solving independent mixed-integer linear programs in parallel with cloud
computing resources. The platform finds the lowest cost DER and/or wires portfolio that can
mitigate a forecasted upgrade constrained by local DER adoption potential.
3) Recommends specific customers to target when procuring DERs based on PG&E’s advanced
propensity models.
4) Enhances the Utility’s current internal capabilities by building a modular, scalable TDSM
platform that enables rapid and replicable analytics.
EPIC 2.22 is one of the industry’s first forays into using detailed customer and DER data for
distribution planning. This project built off the important work done in EPIC 2.23, which advanced
PG&E’s data engineering capabilities14. EPIC 2.22 broke ground by utilizing state-of-the-art open
source platforms and tools to analyze some of the industry’s largest datasets. As a result of these
efforts, EPIC 2.22 was able to reduce NWA analysis processing time by 99.9%. This process has been
documented and protected under a pending patent with US Patent Office. Based on efficiency gains
through this approach, the project team recommends that other utilities, and the energy industry at
large, transition to open source powered analytics.
While there are still areas for improvement and refinement, the project team anticipates that the
tools developed, and lessons learned during EPIC 2.22 will provide not only a prototype for
breakthrough distribution analytics, but also enable a more sustainable energy future. The
capabilities of EPIC 2.22 were already leveraged to respond to requirements set forth in the CPUC’s
Distribution Resources Plan (DRP) proceeding, specifically the creation and publication of PG&E’s
2018 Distribution Deferral Opportunity Report (DDOR).
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Definition of Terms & Abbreviations
ACEEE
BTM
BIP
CAISO
Capacity

CET
CPUC
DER

DG
Distribution

DDOR

DPA
DR
DRP

EE

Energy storage
EPIC
EV
EUL

1

American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy
Behind the Meter
Base Interruptible Program. A supply-side DR program for non-residential
customers.
California Independent System Operator
The maximum allowable coincidental electrical load that can be safely and
reliably supported by an electrical asset. Unless otherwise noted EPIC 2.22 uses
the term to refer to feeder capacity.
Cost Effectiveness Tool
California Public Utilities Commission
Distributed Energy Resources. Note: For the purposes of EPIC 2.22 this includes
Photovoltaic (PV), Load Modifying Demand Response, storage, and energy
efficiency
Distributed Generation, most often referring to rooftop solar PV installations
The distribution portion of the electrical grid that facilitates the movement of
lower voltage electricity. Majority of overhead conductors are part of the
distribution grid.
Distribution Deferral Opportunity Report. Report documenting PG&E’s
distribution investment deferral opportunities, as required of PG&E by the CPUC
in Decision (D.) 18-02-004 and served as the basis for PG&E’s Tier 2 Advice Letter
Filing requesting authorization to solicit for DER Deferral opportunities.
Distribution Planning Area
Demand Response
Distribution Resources Plan (Rulemaking (R.) 14-08-013). As required by
California Assembly Bill 327 (Perea), the CPUC must review and electric
corporations must submit DRP proposals that will “identify optimal locations for
the deployment of distributed resources.”
Energy Efficiency. EE technologies reduce electrical load, while providing a
similar level of service. The most common example is a more efficient lightbulb,
such as a compact fluorescent, which uses less energy compared to a traditional
incandescent bulb. With few exceptions, EE technologies have permanent load
impacts and are not dispatchable.
The storage of energy in an electric battery, most often of lithium-ion chemistry.
Energy storage can be utility or customer owned or sited.
Electric Program Investment Charge1
Electric Vehicle
Expected Useful Life (EUL) is a measure of how long, on average, a product or
measure will last before it will be replaced.

Learn more about EPIC at http://www.energy.ca.gov/research/epic/.
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Feeder
GHG

Grid
Impact curve
IOU
kW
Load
Loading order

Electrical line segments of the distribution grid. PG&E has approximately
3,300 different feeders across its service territory.2
Greenhouse gas. GHGs are primarily produced through the burning of fossil fuels
and are a contributor to climate change. PG&E’s energy mix in 2017 was nearly
80% GHG free.3
The electric grid
Each DER technology effects a customer’s load in a different way. The curves
used to represent these impacts are referred to as impact curves.
Investor Owned Utility
Kilowatt. 1,000 watts; kW is the standard unit for measure when assessing the
size and impact of DERs.
Coincidental electrical load, most often measured in MWs
The order in which energy resources are utilized by the grid. Established in 2003
by the state’s principal energy agencies, California’s preferred loading order is
EE, DR, renewables, and DG.

LoadSEER

PG&E’s distribution planning platform. Customized for PG&E as part of EPIC 2.23
– Integrate Demand Side Approaches into Utility Planning, together with Integral
Analytics

MVP
MW

Minimum Viable Product
Megawatt. 1,000,000 watts; MW is the standard unit of measure for describing
feeder capacity.
Megawatt hour
Non-wires alternative
Peak refers to the moment of highest load. Peaks can vary by time (daily,
seasonally, annually, planning cycle, etc.), geography (single customer, city,
region, etc.), or asset hierarchy (transformer, feeder, substation, etc.).

MWh
NWA
Peak

PPR
Peaker

PG&E

Snapback

2
3

4

Preliminary Planning Report
Peaker power plants (i.e. peakers) are power plants used to generate energy on
only those days (or hours) with the highest load (or peak load). Peakers are
often the most expensive to operate, both from a financial and GHG emissions
perspective.
Pacific Gas and Electric Corporation. PG&E is the largest combined electric and
natural gas utility in the United States (U.S.) by customer count according to the
Energy Information Administration.4
In the hours following a DR event, customers will often increase their usage,
sometimes to higher level than would normally occur. This phenomenon is
referred to as snapback and is represented as part of the DR impact curve.

See PG&E’s 2015 DRP Application for more information about the size and status of the distribution grid.
See currents article:
https://www.pge.com/en/about/newsroom/newsdetails/index.page?title=20180220_pge_clean_energy_deli
veries_already_meet_future_goals.
See https://www.pge.com/en_US/about-pge/company-information/profile/profile.page.
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Adoption
potential
Resource
Adequacy (RA)

Adoption potential represents the maximum adoption possible on a feeder as
modeled in EPIC 2.22. The formulation of adoption potential differs by DER.
The provision of procurement multipliers to ensure the availability of sufficient
electrical resources to serve load. Unless otherwise noted this term refers to
local resource adequacy.
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1 Executive Summary
This report documents the project objectives, technical results, and lessons learned from
EPIC 2.22 - Demand Reduction Through Targeted Data Analytics, as reported on in the EPIC
Annual Report.
For nearly a decade, PG&E has been at the forefront of planning and identifying locations on its
distribution grid where DERs may be considered as a viable alternative to traditional
distribution “wires” investments. PG&E has deployed pilot programs, such as its Targeted
Demand Side Management5 (TDSM) Program to support distribution planning objectives by
identifying targeted locations on its distribution grid where decreasing demand via DERs can be
used to defer distribution “wires” investments as well as optimize existing electric grid capacity.
To enhance PG&E’s distribution planning process and gain more insight into how DERs may be
considered as a non-wires alternative, PG&E submitted a proposal for EPIC 2.22 as part of the
second triennial investment plan period of 2015-2017 (referred to as EPIC 2) to the CPUC in
2014. On April 15, 2015, the CPUC issued D.15 04 020, which approved EPIC 2 and PG&E’s
proposed projects under EPIC 2 including EPIC 2.22 project.
It is important to note that EPIC 2.22 is specifically focused on enhancing distribution planning
capabilities (also referred to as the “Planning aspects”) through enhanced data analytics to
better identify where and when DERs may serve as cost effective alternatives when compared
to traditional wires solutions.
EPIC 2.22 is not focused on the aspects of DER field deployment and operations (e.g. “Field
Operations” aspects) or the physical readiness of DERs to provide these services reliably, as well
as the grid technology requirements utilities need for DERs to be able to defer or replace
distribution investments. PG&E has undertaken other field-based demonstrations, such as EPIC
2.03a (Smart Inverters) 6, where further research has been performed and documented to
better understand what is needed by utility distribution operations to ensure targeted DER
deployment can lead to the safe and reliable performance of DERs to defer or replace
distribution investments. Key utility findings from actual field demonstrations that align with
the findings of EPIC 2.22 are: A) Location and volume of [smart-inverter enabled] DERs on the
distribution grid is important and B) Timing of [smart-inverter enabled] DER response should
align with the timing of the when the distribution grid need occurs. Other findings from these
field based DER operation demonstrations that should also be factored are:

5

See ACEEE: Learning by Doing: Valuing Energy Efficiency in Distribution System Planning (2016) for more
information.
6
See the EPIC 2.03a Smart Inverter Interim Report; final report will be available in Feb. 2019 at this link
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1) The availability and assurance of smart-inverter enabled DERs to provide grid
response is needed for critical distribution services that support grid safety and
reliability,
2) Coordination between the utility and DERs or DER aggregator is important
3) Grid modernization is needed to ensure the electric grid has the necessary
capabilities to enable DERs to provide distribution grid services beyond autonomous
DER functions
Additional details around PG&E’s documented research and learnings on DER deployment can
be found in an October 2018 joint IOU whitepaper entitled “Enabling Smart Inverters for
Distribution Grid Services”. Additional details on these requirements and the demonstrated
ability of current technologies to meet them is available in the whitepaper.
Gaps / Challenges addressed by EPIC 2.22:
1. Evaluating the feasibility of NWAs for mitigating forecasted feeder overloads was time
intensive and highly manual.
 NWA analysis previously took approximately 180 hours per feeder.
2. Data for NWA analysis lacked necessary granularity and was scattered across many
groups in the Company.
 All 5.4 million electric customers have historically been lumped into only three
customer classes.
 Historic DER program enrollment data, customer demographic information and
usage information, and grid data were all in different databases.
3. Lack of robust tools limited model analytical rigor, confidence, and accuracy.
 Analysis was limited to the functionality and capabilities of Excel.
4. Inconsistent DER evaluation methodologies made it impossible to directly compare DERs
to each other or to wires options, limiting the utility of results.
 Each DER had different cost-evaluation and cost-effectiveness tests.
5. Due to the above limitations, it was prohibitive to conduct system-wide TDSM analyses.
 The most recent round of TDSM efforts were only able to recommend
4.6 megawatts (MW) of DERs across 4 Distribution Planning Areas (DPA). PG&E
has approximately 250 DPAs.
6. No known tool was available to meet the anticipated regulatory requirements to more
robustly incorporate DERs into Distribution Planning.
 The DRP proceeding continues to push Investor Owned Utilities (IOU) to include
customer owned and sited, behind the meter (BTM), and non-dispatchable
resources in Distribution Planning.
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Note: EPIC 2.22 focuses on identifying the lowest-cost best fit portfolio to resolve
distribution grid capacity constraints. The ability of embedded technologies to address
other grid constraints, such as voltage regulation were not in scope. Furthermore, the
ability of DERs to communicate with and reliably respond to distribution operator
signals was also out of scope. These important elements of how DERs can provide
distribution grid services, were the subject of the CPUC’s Distribution Resources Plan
(DRP) proceeding as well as documented in a joint utility white paper on the subject7.
Key Project Objectives:
The overarching goal of this EPIC project is to improve distribution planning capabilities via
enhanced data analytics to better identify where, when and what type of DERs may be
considered as feasible non-wires alternatives to defer or replace distribution investments when
deployed within specific locations on PG&E’s distribution grid. Although this EPIC project
focused on planning and identifying distribution investment deferral, this tool can be
configured to also investigate electric transmission investment deferral opportunities.
To help meet the overarching goal described above, EPIC 2.22 established the following key
objectives.
1. Create a data analytics platform capable of combining and analyzing relevant data from
various data sources.
2. Leverage this platform to enable replicable analytics capable of:
a) understanding the forecasted overload (magnitude, timing and duration), and
b) recommending an optimal portfolio of DER products and programs to mitigate
forecasted overloads
3. Create the architecture for this analysis in an explicitly modular fashion, so that as new
policies, programs, and technologies emerge, individual components can be updated
and exchanged seamlessly
While initially launched independent of the DRP (initiated while the DRP was in its earliest
stages), the objectives of EPIC 2.22 directly aligns with the objectives of the DRP, specifically
“identify[ing] optimal locations for the deployment of distributed resources.” 8 The
accomplishments discussed below directly support PG&E’s ability to meet this objective in an
affordable and analytically rigorous manner.
Key Accomplishments:
EPIC 2.22 created a distribution planning tool that leverages customer level demographic,
usage, and propensity-to-adopt-DER data along with grid information and forecasts to create a
7
8

See the Joint IOU whitepaper entitled “Enabling Smart Inverters for Distribution Grid Services”
Public Utilities Code Section 769.
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robust optimization engine for identification of the lowest cost solution capable of deferring, or
completely mitigating, the need for an asset upgrade due to capacity limitations. Because of
this high-resolution customer data, EPIC 2.22 is quite unique in its ability to model hyper-local
DER potential.
The user interface has a live connection to the cloud-based optimization engine, allowing users
to “deep dive” into the data and analytics that underlie the optimal solution, as well as to
explore various sensitivity analyses, including:
 where distribution asset overloads may occur
 when these overloads may occur
 what solution may meet the need at the lowest cost
 which customers are most likely to adopt DERs and are thus good candidates for
targeting
This capability ensures that Distribution Planners have immediate access to the information
they need to understand the feasibility of TDSM solutions to mitigate forecasted feeder
overloads. These capabilities were leveraged to generate PG&E’s first DDOR and will be used by
grid planners in the future to assess the ability of DERs to mitigate asset upgrade requirements.
These advance capabilities directly align with the objectives of the DRP and build upon work
done in EPIC 2.23.
A sample screenshot of the EPIC 2.22 user interface is shown in Figure 1 below and is described
in detail in Optimization Model Details section of this report. Additional user interface
screenshots are available in section Sample Results this report
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the Optimization Overview tab of the EPIC 2.22 user interface.

For each feeder in the EPIC 2.22 pilot area (476 feeders), the Data Engineering portion of the
model sets up the following input data for the optimizations:
1. Which customers on the feeder are matched (likely to adopt and eligible for) to each
DER product / program. This is the DER potential available on the feeder for use in NWA
solutions and ranges from 76-125 different DER options per feeder, depending on the
feeder’s customer base.
2. The levelized cost associated with each DER product/program based.
3. The levelized cost and incremental size of wires alternatives (grid upgrades). The
incremental size (in MW) and cost of grid upgrades is a user input to the model (defaults
to 10 MW and $100/kilowatt (kW)per year).
4. Hourly DER impact shapes associated with eligible DER products/programs on the
feeder (based on which customers on the feeder are matched with which DER in #1.
above). This is the potential impact a DER could have on mitigating feeder overload.
5. Hourly load forecasts and feeder capacities. This identifies feeder overloads where they
occur, including a user-specified resource adequacy buffer (defaults to 5%).
13
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The optimization itself identifies the lowest cost portfolio of DER and wires options available to
mitigate forecasted feeder overloads subject to the following two constraints:
1. The DER products selected by the optimization must not exceed the available DER
potential on the feeder.
2. Feeder overloads must be mitigated in every hour of the year.
a. This also means that DERs that cause load increases in some hours (storage and
Demand Response (DR)) cannot cause any hour of the year to become
overloaded.
The resulting optimal solution can be DER only, DER + wires, or wires only.
Feeders are solved independently and in parallel using Python and Apache Spark on Amazon
Web Service (AWS). Each year is solved in series for a specific feeder, considering any previous
years' solutions (e.g. any DER product load impacts associated with previous solutions are
subtracted from the following years’ load forecasts before going into the next optimization.)
The mathematical formulation for the optimization objective function and constraints is given
in Equation 3. The optimization problem is solved using the CBC (Coin-or Branch and Cut) open
source Mixed-Integer Linear Program.
These enhanced capabilities were deployed while generating PG&E’s first DDOR,9 as required
by Track 3 of the DRP proceeding. The DDOR identifies, captures, and ranks opportunities for
DERs to cost-effectively defer or avoid traditional IOU investments that are planned to mitigate
forecasted deficiencies of the distribution system. The report, leveraging EPIC 2.22, does so in a
data driven manner, without violating customer privacy, nor creating physical or cyber security
risks to the electricity grid.
A provisional patent has been filed with the United States (U.S.) Patent Office: “System and
Server for Parallel Processing of Mixed Integer Programs for Load Management” (App. No.
62/798,995). With this EPIC Final report, which is required by the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC), PG&E and its subsidiaries does not waive or relinquish any ownership,
title, undermine any exclusivity or intellectual property or proprietary rights, claims made by
PG&E or its subsidies with respect to such Parallel Processing of Mixed Integer Programs for
Load Management.
Additional accomplishments are discussed in the ‘Accomplishments’ section of this report.

9

A copy of this report is available online: https://www.pge.com/tariffs/assets/pdf/adviceletter/ELEC_5435E.pdf.
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Key Lessons Learned and Recommendations:
Utilities should consider using open source programming languages and tools, such as Python
and Apache Spark, which provide increased functionality over legacy tools like Excel without
sacrificing transparency. Using contemporary programming languages also unlocks the
potential to utilize cloud computing resources, which dramatically decrease compute time and
allow rapid insight generation. The continued expansion of the open source community and
cost effectiveness of on-demand computing resources means development in these languages
and on these platforms, is within reach for the energy sector.
While EPIC 2.22 demonstrated that developing big-data analytics tools in the electric industry is
both possible and valuable, the results of the tool are only as good as its underlying data, and
data is only as good as its ability to be accessed. The EPIC 2.22 project team has identified the
following data-related recommendations that will enable California’s energy sector
stakeholders to pursue these types of projects in the future:






PG&E and other utilities should build on the work of EPIC 2.22 and continue investing in
data lakes, cloud computing infrastructure, and data science talent
The CPUC, California Energy Commission (CEC), and California utilities should develop
updated and robust DER impact curves and keep these curves up-to-date. Outdated
and/or missing impact curves lead to inconsistent assumptions across utilities and make
it difficult to compare IOU models against those developed by regulators, researchers,
and interveners.
The CPUC and CEC should agree on a consistent cost evaluation methodology across
DERs. This will allow an apples-to-apples comparison between technologies.
Utilities, including PG&E, should continue to improve their propensity modeling. Beyond
increasing the accuracy of modeling DER potential in EPIC 2.22, propensity models can
be used in other contexts such as DER forecasting and customer targeting for DER
programs.

The data driven insights gained through the application of EPIC 2.22 tools to the pilot areas
(476 feeders), and as applied in the DDOR, could indicate that there is a limited potential
market for DER technologies to supply grid capacity benefits in the near term. State regulators
must identify opportunities for DERs to provide realizable benefits to the grid. To enable this
future, investment in an Integrated Grid Platform will be required. See section Learnings &
Recommendations for more details.
Conclusion:
If operationalized, the EPIC 2.22 optimization platform will improve PG&E’s planning ability to
identify locations where DERs may be considered as a Non-Wires Alternative to cost effectively
defer or replace traditional wires upgrades required at the distribution level. By collecting DER
data from across the Company into a central repository, EPIC 2.22 improved PG&E’s efficiency.
The process of developing the optimization model and executing it using a distributed cloud
15
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computing architecture has improved the Company’s analytical capabilities. The utilization of
advanced propensity models and recommendation engines helps ensure the affordability of
DER procurement. The enhancement of data quality and tools have improved PG&E’s analytical
rigor.
The EPIC 2.22 project team, and PG&E as a whole, will continue finding ways to meet the
changes presented by the country’s most connected smart grid in an affordable manner. As a
result, this final report does not mark the conclusion of improvements to the Distribution
Planning process, or the end of utilizing industry leading data science to enable a sustainable
energy future. PG&E looks forward to building on the demonstration of EPIC 2.22 in the DDOR
and operationalizing this prototype in the upcoming Distribution Planning cycle.
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2 Introduction
The CPUC passed two decisions that established the basis for this demonstration program. The
CPUC initially issued D. 11-12-035, Decision Establishing Interim Research, Development and
Demonstrations and Renewables Program Funding Level10, which established the EPIC on
December 15, 2011. Subsequently, on May 24, 2012, the CPUC issued D. 12-05-037, Phase 2
Decision Establishing Purposes and Governance for Electric Program Investment Charge and
Establishing Funding Collections for 2013-202011, which authorized funding in the areas of
applied research and development (R&D), technology demonstration and deployment (TD&D),
and market facilitation. In this later decision, the CPUC defined TD&D as “the installation and
operation of pre-commercial technologies or strategies at a scale sufficiently large and in
conditions sufficiently reflective of anticipated actual operating environments to enable
appraisal of the operational and performance characteristics and the financial risks associated
with a given technology.”12
The decision also required the EPIC Program Administrators13 to submit Triennial Investment
Plans to cover three-year funding cycles for 2012-2014, 2015-2017, and 2018-2020. On
November 1, 2012, in A.12-11-003, PG&E filed its first triennial EPIC Application at the CPUC,
requesting $49,328,000 including funding for 26 TD&D Projects. On November 14, 2013, in
D.13-11-025, the CPUC approved PG&E’s EPIC plan, including $49,328,000 for this program
category. On May 1, 2014, PG&E filed its second triennial investment plan for the period of
2015-2017 in the EPIC 2 Application (Application (A.) 14-05-003). CPUC approved this plan in
D.15-04-020 on April 15, 2015, including $51,080,200 for 31 TD&D projects.14
Pursuant to PG&E’s approved 2015-2017 triennial plan, PG&E initiated, planned and
implemented EPIC 2.22 - Demand Reduction Through Targeted Data Analytics. Through the
annual reporting process, PG&E kept CPUC staff and stakeholders informed on the progress of
the project. This document is PG&E’s final report on the EPIC 2.22 project.
EPIC 2.22 built off of the progress made in a prior PG&E EPIC project, EPIC 2.23 - Integrate
Demand Side Approaches into Utility Planning.15 EPIC 2.23 enabled PG&E to ensure it is
properly incorporating deployments of DERs that customers are undertaking voluntarily in
response to rates, incentives or other benefits into its distribution planning process, while
10
11
12
13
14

15

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/156050.PDF.
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/167664.PDF.
D.12-05-037, p. 37.
PG&E, San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), Southern California Edison Company (SCE), and the CEC.
In the EPIC 2 Plan Application (A.14-05-003), PG&E originally proposed 30 projects. Per CPUC D.15-04-020 to
include an assessment of the use and impact of EV energy flow capabilities, Project 2.03 was split into two
projects, resulting in a total of 31 projects.
Read more about the EPIC 2.23 project in the EPIC 2.23 Final Report https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/about-pge/environment/what-we-are-doing/electricprogram-investment-charge/PGE-EPIC-Project-2.23.pdf.
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EPIC 2.22 enabled PG&E to understand where targeted procurement of DERs incremental to
aforementioned customer adoption can add value. Outputs from EPIC 2.23, including the “new
load shape profiles” and “enhanced load forecast[s],” also serve as inputs into the EPIC 2.22
optimization model.
EPIC 2.22 project focused on unlocking new capabilities through the use of data science.
EPIC 2.22 developed a TDSM optimization platform that:
1) Collects disparate data from across the Company including: asset information, load and
DER forecasts, technology impact curves, customer insights, smart meter usage data,
and more.
2) Optimizes by solving independent mixed-integer linear programs in parallel with cloud
computing resources. These optimizations solve for the lowest cost DER and/or wires
portfolio that can mitigate a forecasted upgrade constrained by local DER adoption
potential.
3) Recommends specific customers to target when implementing the DER solution. These
customers are the most likely to adopt the selected portfolio of DER technologies based
on PG&E’s advanced propensity models.
4) Enhances the Utility’s current internal capabilities by building a modular, scalable TDSM
platform that enables rapid and replicable analytics.
These capability advancements and process enhancements improve PG&E’s Distribution
Planning practices and proactively meet the regulatory requirements set forth in the DRP
regarding the consideration of mixed solutions when appropriate for safety, reliability, and
affordability (R.14-08-013).16 EPIC 2.22 also meets the needs within PG&E to more quickly,
accurately, and granularly identify the customers who will adopt DERs that may have NWA
benefits. Additionally, EPIC 2.22 provides business users with easy access to detailed data, high
powered analytics, and a comprehensive optimization engine for use in determining which
distribution system asset overloads can be mitigated with NWAs based on highest likelihood to
adopt and lowest cost to the utility and our rate payers. All these benefits were utilized in the
creation of PG&E’s first DDOR.
It is important to note that EPIC 2.22 is specifically focused on enhancing distribution planning
capabilities through enhanced data analytics to better identify where and when DERs may serve
as cost effective alternatives when compared to traditional wires solutions.
EPIC 2.22 is not focused on the aspects of DER field deployment and operations or the physical
readiness of DERs to provide these services reliably, as well as the grid technology requirements
16

See DRP Track 3, Sub-track 3 and associated decisions (R.14-08-013 et al., A.15-07-005 et al.).
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utilities need for DERs to be able to defer or replace distribution investments. PG&E has
undertaken other field-based demonstrations, such as EPIC 2.03a (Smart Inverters) 17, where
further research has been performed and documented to better understand what is needed by
utility distribution operations to ensure targeted DER deployment can lead to the safe and
reliable performance of DERs to defer or replace distribution investments. Key utility findings
from actual field demonstrations that align with the findings of EPIC 2.22 are: A) Location and
volume of [smart-inverter enabled] DERs on the distribution grid is important and B) Timing of
[smart-inverter enabled] DER response should align with the timing of the when the
distribution grid need occurs. Other findings from these field based DER operation
demonstrations that should also be factored are:
1) The availability and assurance of smart-inverter enabled DERs to provide grid
response is needed for critical distribution services that support grid safety and
reliability,
2) Coordination between the utility and DERs or DER aggregator is important
3) Grid modernization is needed to ensure the electric grid has the necessary
capabilities to enable DERs to provide distribution grid services beyond autonomous
DER functions.
Additional details around PG&E’s documented research and learnings on DER deployment can
be found in an October 2018 joint IOU whitepaper entitled “Enabling Smart Inverters for
Distribution Grid Services”.

3 Project Summary
3.1

Context

PG&E has a long history with NWA analysis, which is managed through the Utility’s TDSM
program.18 As described above, this process historically was highly manual and had long lead
times, which made dependency on TDSM for near term planning horizons difficult.
As part of PG&E’s annual planning cycle, Distribution Planning identifies assets at risk of
overload that requires mitigation 3+ years in advance. These overload risks and proposed
solutions were then documented in a Preliminary Planning Report (PPR). As a result of the DRP
and other regulatory action, the standard operating procedure has evolved from traditional
wires options, such as asset upgrades or switching to include evaluating "non-wires"

17
18

See the EPIC 2.03a Smart Inverter Interim Report; final report will be available in Feb. 2019 at this link
See American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) Targeted Energy Efficiency for Transmission
and Distribution Reliability, and ACEEE Learning by Doing: Valuing Energy Efficiency in Distribution System for
more information.
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alternatives (NWAs: distributed resources such as energy efficiency (EE), DR, distributed
generation (DG), and storage) instead of or in addition to the traditional asset upgrades.
This NWA analysis is managed through PG&E’s TDSM program.18 Historically, this process was
highly manual with long lead times, making the TDSM program difficult to rely on for near term
planning needs. TDSM is enabled by a straightforward report which provides basic information
on customers connected to electrical equipment (e.g., transformer, feeder, bank) under
consideration for demand reduction through TDSM. Not all utilities complete NWA analyses,
but those that do run their programs in different ways. Con Edison in New York, for example,
commissioned Energy + Environmental Economics (E3) to develop an Excel interface that valued
and ranked TDSM solutions at asset upgrade locations based on generic data and
assumptions.19
Affordably meeting the challenges of climate change while simultaneously ensuring the
reliability of aging infrastructure, necessitates that utilities need an improved, efficient, and
reproducible method for completing TDSM-style analyses. EPIC 2.22 aims to solve this need and
overcomes many of the limitations of prior TDSM support tools by providing users with ordersof-magnitude advancements in data granularity, robustness, capabilities, and flexibility of use.
This was achieved through the intentional design of the EPIC 2.22 platform to handle all of
PG&E’s hourly interval data for its more than 5 million electrical accounts, customer
demographic information, hourly impact curves for nearly 100 DER products and programs, and
load forecasts for all distribution feeders in PG&E’s territory. EPIC 2.22’s point and click frontend is also much easier to use and more robust than Excel, enabling more and improved NWA
analyses. Additional accomplishments are outlined in the ‘Accomplishments’ section of this
report.
PG&E is pleased with the leadership California regulators, utilities, and intervenors continue to
demonstrate in this arena. Decision 18-02-004, specifically Track 3: Policy Issues Sub-Track 3
(Distribution Investment Deferral Framework), formalized the creation of the DDOR, and
process of taking an increasingly robust and data driven approach to Distribution Planning.

3.2 Overarching Goal
EPIC 2.22 aims to increase affordability and grid reliability by enabling better identification,
quantification, and implementation of opportunities to defer electric asset capacity upgrades
with NWAs. Proactively identifying these instances allows the utility to complete planned
upgrades on a non-emergency basis, which lowers costs and can be scheduled to minimize
outage impacts.

19

See E3 – Tools: Integrated Demand Side Management Model for more information.
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The CPUC’s energy procurement loading order20 directs that IOUs must first attempt to meet
increased demand for electricity through EE and DR enabled demand reduction. If additional
demand exists, new renewable source of energy should then be procured. Only when EE, DR,
and new renewables are unable to safely and reliably fulfill demand expectations should fossil
fuel generation be procured. TDSM can be considered an extension of the traditional energy
procurement loading order to the context of Distribution Planning. By pursuing DER portfolios
TDSM and EPIC 2.22 help to lower utility asset investment requirements, and in turn customer
bills, while aligning with state policy goals.
DER portfolios recommended by EPIC 2.22 can have greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions benefits,
as well as societal benefits, such as the creation of local jobs associated with the installation of
DERs.

3.3 Project Objective
As described in PG&E’s EPIC Triennial Plan (2015-2017)21 filed in May 2014 “This project will use load, interval and other sources of data to develop a new analytical
tool which will identify strategic customers and target demand reduction in local areas
by combining and integrating multiple DSM technologies (e.g., EE, DR, Distributed
Energy Storage, and Consumer-oriented Energy Tools). The project aims to investigate
whether PG&E can achieve a sufficient amount of demand reduction, give visibility into
the customer-side resources and improve the reliability of customer-side resources at
the local level to delay the need for local capacity expansion expenditures.
Targeted approaches for identifying and deploying DSM products at specific locations on
the distribution grid are essential to achieve sufficient peak load reductions and mitigate
specific and localized capacity and reliability needs. New availability of granular data and
data analytics technology may make this targeted approach feasible where the
information and technology did not previously exist.
At full deployment, potential benefits could include increased system reliability
and reduction in customer bills (affordability) as a result of targeted demand
reduction through analytics. Additionally, broader deployment could have
auxiliary benefits related to the loading order, GHG emissions mitigation, and
societal benefits.”
The project team achieved this objective through four CORE actions: Collect, Optimize
Recommend, and Enhance:

20
21

See CPUC Rulemaking 10-05-006.
See PG&E’s EPIC Triennial Plan (2015-2017) for full context and details.
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1. Creating a data analytics platform capable of collecting, combining, and analyzing data
from a variety of data sources, including: customer usage, customer demographics,
distribution asset forecasts, DER adoption forecasts, DER impact shapes, and various
other data from PG&E data “silos.”
2. Using this data, EPIC 2.22 implemented an optimization algorithm that identifies the
lowest cost portfolio of NWAs and/or wires solution that mitigates the forecasted
overload for the distribution asset under consideration. The variables considered are:
– asset capacity,
– forecasted load,
– calculated magnitude of capacity deficiencies,
– timing of capacity deficiencies,
– potential of each DER in the asset geography,
– load impact curve for each DER, and
– DER and wires levelized costs
3. By recommending specific DER technologies to individual customers, EPIC 2.22 helped
ensure the achievability of the lowest cost portfolio. These recommendations are
informed by customer demographics and include a suite of DER technologies including:
– Energy Efficiency (EE),
– Demand Response (DR),
– Distributed photovoltaic (PV) (Distributed Generation (DG)), and
– Energy Storage (ES).
Users can rank and compare cost optimized recommendation portfolios across PG&E’s
service territory.
4. As part of EPIC 2.22’s commitment to enhancing PG&E’s analytical capabilities,
EPIC 2.22 followed industry best practices, including intentionally architecting the code
base in an explicitly modular fashion. In doing so, both data and code blocks can be
easily exchanged or modified without disrupting the larger solution.
The tool developed during the demonstration of EPIC 2.22 was used by PG&E to respond to
requirements set forth in the DRP proceeding, specifically the creation and publication of a
DDOR. This use case, and others, will help identify opportunities for the use of NWA that meet
grid reliability needs at the lowest cost to PG&E customers.

3.4 Gaps Addressed by EPIC 2.22
As discussed above, the evaluation of assets for NWA planning has historically been a time and
labor intensive manual process. This fundamentally limits the number of DER technologies that
could be included and number of locations that could be considered for TDSM. A lack of data
quality, insufficient data granularity, and general uncertainty regarding the procurement of
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customer owned and controlled assets meant that large resource adequacy buffers were
applied. This increased the size and cost of NWA portfolios.
EPIC 2.22 addresses the following gaps from the original NWA evaluation process:

1. Manual Assessment of Feeders for NWA and DER Targeting
a. NWA analyses were a highly manual process
– NWA analysis took an average of 180 hours per feeder
i.
This process included data collection, validation, analysis,
visualization, and processing
– The data collection and processing portions of this process are visualized
in Figure 2 below with computer processing time listed
b. Limited information in existing customer targeting dashboards meant that
customer service representatives struggled to achieve the amount of DER
adoption needed for asset deferral
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Figure 2: The data collection and visualization process flow for PG&E's TDSM program.
This process flow lead to a user interface that allowed users to access insights by feeder about individual customers and
historical local DER adoption. The time estimates here are only compute times, not the full analysis (which took ~180h per
feeder).

2. Data for NWA scattered, with limited granularity and insufficient
documentation
a. The tools used for NWA analyses prior to EPIC 2.22 were hindered by limited
granularity in the data. For example:
– The DER adoption impact curves of PG&E’s more than 5.4 million
customers were lumped in just three customer segments (residential,
commercial/industrial, and agricultural)
– The impact curves of specific DER products were not used at a customer
level, instead total EE and DR load impacts were estimated in
consultation with subject matter experts
– Hourly impact shapes by DER product were not available
b. Data was stored in several databases {Interval Data Analytics (IDA), Customer
Data Warehouse (CDW), LoadSEER, Energy Insight, and Customer Electric Data
Store & Analysis (CEDSA} across five different lines of business (LOBs) within
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PG&E. Many of these databases utilize different structures and indexes. Working
with scattered data sources like this added additional organizational complexity
and time to NWA analyses.
c. Data sources had varying levels of data quality and documentation regarding
how the data was compiled and created, resulting in lack of consistency across
key data sources used for NWA analyses.

3. Extremely Difficult to Conduct System-Wide Analyses
a. Because the NWA analysis process was very time consuming to complete, it was
prohibitive to conduct system wide analyses of NWA. This limited PG&E to
smaller analyses. Example: The TDSM initiative from 2014-2016, prior to
EPIC 2.22, shown in Figure 3 below was limited to just 9 projects and it took
approximately 2700 hours to conduct the NWA analysis.
Figure 3: The results of manual TDSM targeting and procurement efforts in 2014 and '15.
This was the largest scale targeting effort at the time

4. Inconsistency in DER Comparison Methodologies and
Assumptions
a. Prior to EPIC 2.22, there was no common cost test consistently applied to all DER
technologies. The impact of using societal cost versus participant costs (or any of
the other 5 official costs tests) was not properly noted in assumptions or
documented as metadata. The calculation of return on investment also varied by
DER, as technologies have different lifespans and baseline comparators. This
made it impossible to do an apples-to-apples comparison between technologies.
b. DER impact shapes included inconsistent assumptions. Examples include the
inclusion of true energy savings versus only energy savings above code in EE
25
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impact shapes or the inclusion of pre-cooling and rebound effects in DR impact
shapes.

5. Regulatory Requirements
a. In order to rely on DERs for resource adequacy DER load shapes and assumptions
must be well-documented, the analyses and optimizations must be transparent,
reproducible, and consistently apply cost constraints. This was not available with
existing tools.
b. The DRP Track 3 ruling requires that utilities have tools to evaluate distribution
system needs and NWA.16 These did not exist.

6. Lack of Robust Analytics Tools
a. As noted above, NWA and TDSM analyses were previously performed in Excel.
Excel cannot support the amount of data required, nor the optimization
algorithm used to recommend the least cost solution to PG&E.

3.5 How EPIC 2.22 Addressed the Identified Gaps
EPIC 2.22 improved processes and developed an analytical solution that addressed the above
listed gaps in the following ways:

1. Automate Assessment of Feeders for NWA and DER Targeting
a. Previous manual processes and modeling were automated and replaced with
direct data pipeline connections and advanced algorithms.
– The existing NWA assessment process took approximately 180 hours per
feeder from end-to-end. This process now takes approximately 10
minutes per feeder. This is more than a 99.9% reduction.
b. The results of the optimization recommend specific technology products and/or
programs to specific customers. This makes implementing the NWA solution
easier and more likely to be successful.

2. NWA Data is More Granular, Centralized, and has Improved
Documentation
a. EPIC 2.22 increased the granularity of the modeled load curves and DER
technologies:
– While the previous TDSM process used as few as eight load curves to
represent all DER technologies, EPIC 2.22 evaluates hourly load impact
curves (8760 hours per year) for each DER individually.
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–

–

Distribution asset load shapes have been improved from weekday versus
weekend with occasional seasonal variation to unique curves for each
month (576 data points per year).
EPIC 2.22 also used custom rooftop solar system sizes and energy storage
dispatch profiles for each customer based on their individual load.

b. EPIC 2.22 has improved data quality and centralized all the data required for
NWA analyses into PG&E’s data lake in the cloud. This makes it easier to access
the data, to examine data quality, or make methodological updates. As the data
inputs improve, the outputs of EPIC 2.22 will similarly improve.
c. The input data and code for EPIC 2.22 is well documented and the
documentation is centralized on an accessible and navigable wiki. All code
generated throughout the course of the project is version controlled with git
(widely used, contemporary version control system).

3. Eliminate Barriers Preventing System-Wide Analysis
a. The above-mentioned time savings resulting from EPIC 2.22 have drastically
reduced the barriers to completing NWA analysis.
b. The previous round of TDSM recommended 16 MW in total (Figure 3). Despite
being a demonstration project on just 15% of PG&E’s service territory, EPIC 2.22
has recommended 156 MW of cost effective DER deployments (to be targeted
between 2019 - 2026).
c. EPIC 2.22 is built with several AWS products that allow for full scale deployment
and whose compute resources can easily be ramped up or down on a moment’s
notice. As will be discussed during section Path to Production of this report, after
continued improvements to data quality inputs, EPIC 2.22 is planned to be
ramped up and used in the 2018 Distribution Planning process.

4. Compare DER Methodologies and Assumptions More
Consistently
a. In order to resolve DER cost calculation inconsistencies, a levelized cost of energy
approach was developed and utilized to translate DER costs and asset life lengths
into comparable metrics. This approach was developed by PG&E’s subject matter
experts and is based on industry best practices. Additional detail on this
approach is available in the Levelized Costs section of the report.
b. As part of bringing together DER impact curves into a single location, the
EPIC 2.22 project team also documented the assumptions underlying each DER
impact curve. When appropriate, and in concert with relevant subject matter
experts (SME), the project team aligned assumptions across technologies. As a
Company, PG&E now has a more consistent and accessible set of DER impact
curves for use in modeling.
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5. Meet Regulatory Requirements
a. As previously mentioned, the EPIC 2.22 project team improved the granularity,
consistency, and documentation of assumptions of DER impact curves. These
improvements improve PG&E’s consistency and transparency across DER and
grid planning regulatory proceedings.
b. By developing EPIC 2.22 in parallel to Track 3 of the DRP, PG&E is at least a year
ahead of other IOU in its ability to evaluate and reliably include NWAs in its
Distribution Planning process.

6. Developed Robust Analytics Tools
a. EPIC 2.22 built a platform that allows for large-scale, efficient analytics of PG&E’s
electrical assets
– By moving to a flexible and on-demand cloud computing environment,
the process is no longer limited by the functionality of Excel
While PG&E is a recognized leader in the customer analytics space,22 EPIC 2.22 was one of
PG&E’s first foray into internally developing advanced analytical tools and methodologies for
distribution planning. This built off of the important work done in EPIC 2.23, which advanced
the Company’s data engineering capabilities.15 EPIC 2.22 has not just developed a solution for
immediate needs, such as supporting the development of the DDOR, but has created an
analytical platform that can be leveraged by different parts of the Company to consistently and
efficiently solve some of the Company’s most complicated problems.

3.6 Out of Scope
Consistent with the above Project Objectives and official application language, the following
items were out of scope for EPIC 2.22:


SCADA-AMI Reconciliation – PG&E’s Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
network of instruments and sensors measures the flow and quality of power on the
distribution grid. Before the widespread deployment of Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI), Distribution Planners relied almost exclusively on SCADA data to complete planning
forecasts. For many reasons SCADA data does not always match customer-sited AMI data,
including: smart meter opt-outs, resistance-based voltage decline, asynchronous sensor
clocks, communication system errors, energy theft, and errors in topology mapping.
Reconciling AMI data with SCADA data was out of scope.

22

Greentech Media Research’s Grid Edge Customer Utility Analytics Ecosystems: Competitive Analysis,
Forecasts and Case Studies – PG&E has “one of the largest and most advanced customer analytics teams in
the utility industry.”
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Forecast Reconciliation – PG&E develops a variety of DER and load forecasts in various
contexts. Sometimes these forecasts utilize different methodologies and include different
assumptions. The California Independent System Operator (CAISO) and CEC also develop
their own forecasts, some of which PG&E is mandated to use in certain applications.
Reconciliation between forecasts was out of scope.



DER Forecast Geospatial Allocation Development – PG&E develops many forecasts. Most
often these forecasts are completed at the service territory level. To inform Distribution
Planning, these system-level forecasts must be allocated to lower asset levels. While these
allocated DER forecasts are an input into EPIC 2.22, developing, implementing, validating,
and improving this process was out of scope for the project.



Data Quality Management – The project team conducted and reported on the results of
data quality screens and facilitated the correction of egregious data inaccuracies. However,
fixing major data quality issues was out of scope for this project. This aligns with the
project’s goals, which focused on developing and testing the capability to complete NWA
analysis at scale, not the accuracy of these analysis.



Ongoing Information Technology (IT) Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Investment –
Conducting bug fixes and maintenance on the user interface developed by EPIC 2.22 was
out of scope for this R&D project. These tasks are planned to be undertaken as needed in
preparation for upcoming Distribution Planning cycles.



Development / Consideration of New Customer Programs – Over the course of the project,
several demand side program gaps (e.g. locations or time periods that lack customer
technologies or programs to address a grid need) were identified. While this information
was shared with the appropriate PG&E teams, further investigation, development of new
programs, or deployment strategies to fill these gaps were out of scope.



Non-Capacity Grid Constraints – Historically, grid upgrades were primarily required to meet
increasing customer demand. With the introduction and proliferation of DERs, and evolving
expectations on the role of the grid, concerns regarding additional grid constraints such as
voltage, reliability, and resiliency have increased. The inclusion of these grid constraints was
out of scope for EPIC 2.22 but was in scope for other utility activities.



Technology Capabilities and Performance – As technologies evolve and new technologies
are introduced, there is the potential for additional benefits to the grid. Testing
technologies, such as smart inverters, and their capabilities, was out of scope for EPIC 2.22,
but was in scope for other utility activities.
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3.7 Project Management
EPIC 2.22’s initial project plan was broken into the following seven phases: Plan, Analyze,
Design, Build, Test, Deploy, and Wrap-Up. This sequential project management process was a
“Waterfall” project management approach, which is typical of infrastructure and construction
projects. However, the team quickly found that this approach was not suited to advanced
analytics projects like EPIC 2.22. In order to adapt to changing business needs, avoid excessive
sunk costs, and nimbly respond to project development challenges the project team switched
to an “Agile” project management approach.
Where the Waterfall approach is sequential, Agile is iterative. As part of this iterative approach
the project team took on fewer development tasks at once and checked in with clients/users
much more frequently. A comparison between the Waterfall and Agile approaches is shown in
Figure 4.
Figure 4: Agile vs. Waterfall project management approaches

23

Under the agile project management approach, activities were generally broken down into the
below categories.
 Project Planning
 Platform and Tool Selection
 Vendor Selection
23

Source: Smartsheet – Everything You Need To Know About Agile Project Management.
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Data Integration
Data Cleansing
Script Development
Propensity Model Incorporation
Optimization Algorithm Development
Transfer to AWS
Parallelization
Economic Analysis
Demonstration & User Testing
Visualization
Determining Path to Production
Documentation

Under both project management approaches PG&E’s EPIC-Project Management Office
conducted formal monthly check-ins with the project team to review project status and
spending, discuss recent achievements, look ahead to upcoming milestones, identify roadblocks
and risks, as well as develop mitigation and contingency plans.
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4 Project Details
4.1 High Level Overview
EPIC 2.22’s end product is a point and click user interface that provides Distribution Planners
with easy access to detailed data, high powered analytics, and a comprehensive optimization
engine which identifies opportunities to defer or eliminate asset replacement through the
recommendation of a feasible local portfolio of the most cost effective distributed energy
resource products and programs.
The cornerstone of EPIC 2.22 is a 3 billion+ record collection of data comprising of electric
customer usage intervals, demographic information, customer-level DER adoption propensities,
hourly asset load forecasts, and nearly 100 unique DER impact curves. This count does not
include individual customer solar generation and energy storage dispatch curves.
EPIC 2.22 identifies the most cost-effective alternative for mitigating a forecasted feeder
overload. This solution can be wires only, wires + NWA, or NWA only. Each year of an
overloaded asset is optimized serially, so the optimal solution for a feeder over time may be
some combination of these options. For example, a feeder with a steadily increasing overload
may produce an optimal solution that uses NWA in the early years and a wires upgrade in later
years.
A NWA portfolio must meet two constraints to be a viable solution to an overload:
1. The NWA must have appropriate timing, magnitude, and duration to alleviate all asset
overloads (including a resource adequacy buffer).
2. Enough customers on the affected feeder must be available and eligible to adopt the
NWA portfolio’s DER products and programs.
The results of EPIC 2.22 are presented to the user in Tableau via a live connection to the data in
AWS for visualization and communication. This front-end dashboard was developed in close
collaboration with end-users and allows users to easily:









Access several feeder forecast scenarios
Modify the view range from a single hour, to as many as 8 years
Identify feeders with expected overloads
See the load impact of the optimal mitigation solution (NWA and/or wires)
Modify the resource adequacy buffer
Explore the individual load profiles of every product or program in the NWA solution
Identify specific customers to target for DER adoption
Provide modularity and optionality when meeting distribution needs compared against
the 50+ year asset life of a traditional wires upgrade
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As a demonstration project, EPIC 2.22 included 476 feeders (15% of PG&E’s distribution grid) in
South San Jose, Gilroy, Chico, Central Fresno, Oakland, and the South Peninsula. The ratings for
these feeders range from 4 kilovolts (kV) to 21 kV and the load capacity for these feeders
ranges from 1.5 MWs to 65 MWs. Because EPIC 2.22 is intended to identify NWA solutions to
feeder overloads, the selected feeders are from sections of the grid that are most likely to
experience capacity overloads in the coming years. These feeders were selected in cooperation
with grid planners.
Please note this project was not the full-scale deployment of a data product, but rather limited
to the core capability development and demonstration of the model and platform on a select
sub-set of PG&E’s service territory. Based on the benefit potential highlighted during
demonstration, specifically in supporting the development of the DDOR, PG&E is planning to
operationalize the tool and expand it to additional locations within PG&E’s service territory
where DERs are being considered as alternatives to traditional wire upgrades. Following this,
PG&E intends to use the expanded tool to support Distribution Planning during the 2019/2020
planning cycle.

4.2 Analytics Platform
EPIC 2.22, which performs optimizations in parallel utilizing more than 3 billion individual
records, is extremely computationally intense requiring substantial computing resources. PG&E
initially hired a vendor to provide the computing platform and analytical support the project
required. More than half a dozen proposals were evaluated based on analytical, functional, and
database integration criteria. Ultimately, only one vendor demonstrated the relevant
experience required to approach the problem.
While the project team worked in full collaboration with the vendor, continued delays after
several months made it clear that the vendor’s technology, which was still partially in
development, would be unable to meet core project objectives regarding scalability. The
project team considered several options for moving forward:
1. Document lessons learned, and end the project early
2. Finish the project with the current vendor, recognizing that it limited the path to
production
3. Review alternative vendor offerings
4. Use internally available tools and talent to complete the project
In the months since evaluating and selecting the vendor, significant advancement in internal
cloud computing capabilities (including security) increased the likelihood of success of an
internally staffed project utilizing cloud computing infrastructure. As such Option 4 was
selected.
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An in-depth review of several cloud computing options by PG&E’s IT team led to the selection
of AWS’ suite of back-end storage, elastic compute, and data preparation tools. AWS provides
secure, on-demand, distributed; cloud computing services allows users to easily scale back end
resources up or down to meet user needs as they evolve.
Primary data collection and engineering happened in a Teradata database, PG&E’s interval data
warehouse and SQL platform. This data was then stored and further processed in AWS. Model
results were reported in a user interface developed in Tableau, which has AWS via live data
pipeline. Figure 5 shows a high-level overview of the EPIC 2.22 computing architecture.
Figure 5: Preview of data analytics platforms used in EPIC 2.22.

The final analytics platform was built with full scale deployment in mind, the utilization of data
engineering and analytics best practices will reduce operationalization cost and time
requirements. It is anticipated that full scale deployment will require only 40 hours of additional
labor, focused on re-pathing data pipelines to the entire service territory and updating elastic
compute limits.
PG&E used BitBucket, a proprietary version of the ubiquitous GitHub version control hosting
service, on an internal server for code review and version control. The team also used an
internal Confluence Wiki site for ongoing documentation and communication with
stakeholders.

4.3 Optimization Model Details
With the goal of advancing California’s sustainability goals, a detailed overview of PG&E’s
analytical approach is shared in this section. Please note, a provisional patent has been filed
with the U.S. Patent Office: “System and Server for Parallel Processing of Mixed Integer
Programs for Load Management” (App. No. 62,798,995). With this EPIC Final report, which is
required by the CPUC, PG&E and its subsidiaries do not waive or relinquish any ownership, title,
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exclusivity or intellectual property or proprietary rights, with respect to such Parallel Processing
of Mixed Integer Programs for Load Management.

4.3.1 Optimization Model Flow
The EPIC 2.22 optimization model is comprised of the following steps, summarized in Figure 6.
1. Collect data from multiple data silos across the Company. EPIC 2.22 uses the following
key data pieces:
a. Grid data, including feeder level load and “organic adoption” DER forecasts
b. DER adoption potential by customer (based on exogenous propensity models)
c. DER impact shapes by customer
d. Levelized costs of DER and wires alternatives
2. Data Engineering (occurs in Teradata and on AWS):
a. Pre-dispatch DR for DR eligible customers based on forecasted feeder level load
peak days and DR program operational characteristics
b. Pre-dispatch storage for storage eligible customers based on minimizing
individual customer bills
c. Determine available DER product/program customer matches on each
circuit/feeder and their associated implementation costs
d. Construct hourly 8760 impact shapes for each DER and year on a feeder
e. Assemble each feeder’s forecasted 8760 load profile, with ability to adjust for
expected “organic” DER adoption scenarios
3. Run optimization engine (on AWS)
a. For each feeder run the following (multiple feeders are run in parallel utilizing
Apache Spark on AWS):
i. Run optimization for each asset for 2019, which returns optimal portfolio
for each asset for 2019
ii. Subtract the 2019 optimal portfolio from the feeder load profile
(e.g., assume 2019 optimal portfolio is achieved). Run optimization
for 2020.
iii. Repeat for all years (through the end of 2026)
b. Identify individual customer targets based on DER propensity scores and/or
dispatching. Triangulate optimal portfolio with ranked propensity scored
customers for each DER product/program.
c. Prepare results for front end.
4. Visualization (Tableau)
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Figure 6: Data and analytics flow in EPIC 2.22
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4.3.2 Key Inputs
Data for the project was collected from across the Company and is described at a high level
below. EPIC 2.22 also drew upon the results of several existing models to calculate the
propensity of individual customers to adopt specific DERs, which are also described below.

4.3.2.1 Asset Data
EPIC 2.22 uses asset data to evaluate the potential for overload on each feeder. This data
includes the grid topology (mapping from customer to feeder to bank); seasonal asset
capacities; and feeder level representative hour forecasts (576 hrs/yr; 24h each for ‘typical’
weekdays and weekends in each month). This data comes from LoadSEER, PG&E’s distribution
planning platform. Enhancements to LoadSEER were made in EPIC 2.23 to add the “organic”
DER adoption forecasts for each feeder. EPIC 2.22 draws upon the work done in EPIC 2.23 to
enhance LoadSEER with organic DER scenarios as inputs.

4.3.2.2 Customer Data
Customer data is used in the propensity models described below to identify which customers
are eligible and/or likely to adopt DERs, and therefore how much potential for DERs is available
on a circuit. This data includes customer demographics, rate schedules, locations, business
types, DER adoption history and electric usage. These propensity models are developed,
maintained, and owned by several different teams at PG&E. EPIC 2.22 assembled the results of
these models (i.e. adoption propensity scores) from several of PG&E’s internal data
warehouses.

4.3.2.3 Levelized Costs
Levelized costs represent the net present value for a product or measure over the lifetime of
the products savings. It is effectively a proxy for the average price that one would pay over its
lifetime. For example, the utility may pay a rebate in year 1 to a customer who installed an EE
product, but that product may provide savings for 10 years. Since all costs are incurred in the
first year, the savings must be discounted over the expected useful life (EUL) of the product.
Conceptually, discounting the savings over the EUL is effectively evaluating how much savings
would occur had the future value of first year costs been applied in each subsequent year. The
general form for of this discounting is described with Equation 1.
The cost-effectiveness of DERs has historically been evaluated using the metric appropriate for
the application, such as the Societal Cost Test, Total Resource Cost, and Program Administrator
Cost (PAC). For the purposes of EPIC 2.22, the DER and traditional wires alternative costs
needed to be calculated using the same metric to enable an apples-to-apples comparison.
EPIC 2.22 calculates the levelized cost using the PAC, since this represents the cost to the utility
for the resource.
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Equation 1: Levelized Cost (LC) Calculation

𝐿𝐶 = 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐾𝑊ℎ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 =

𝑃𝐴𝐶 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐾𝑊ℎ 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

Where discounted savings is computed using a standard annuity formulation, see Equation 2:
Equation 2: Discount Rate Calculation
(1 −
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐾𝑊ℎ 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐾𝑊ℎ 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 ∗

1
)
(1 + 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)𝐸𝑈𝐿
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

The inputs for the levelized cost calculation come from a variety of sources, including market
monitoring reports, public filings, and internal SMEs. The costs and benefits associated with
each technology are described in the respective Propensity Models and DER Impact Shapes
section below.

4.3.2.4 Propensity Models and DER Impact Shapes
EPIC 2.22 constrains the optimization model such that it can only recommend NWA where
there is verified potential for such technologies to exist on the circuit. This adoption potential is
calculated on a customer by customer basis for each DER separately using propensity models
that already existed at PG&E prior to EPIC 2.22. These models are summarized in Figure 7. EPIC
2.22 uses customer-level propensity models and is therefore able to identify and analyze the
potential for individual customers to adopt specific DERs to make up a NWA DER portfolio.
Figure 7: DER propensity models
These allow EPIC 2.22 to individually match DER technologies to good candidates for adoption.
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4.3.2.4.1 BTM Storage
EPIC 2.22 calculates the optimal storage dispatch profile for storage-eligible customers based
on an individual customer’s 8760 load profile using a storage dispatch optimization tool. This
tool was developed in collaboration with a vendor prior to EPIC 2.22 and calculates the optimal
dispatch of a storage system such that it minimizes each customer’s bill (“customer control”).
Future versions of the EPIC 2.22 tool may incorporate the option to optimize dispatch under a
“utility control” regime. Figure 8 shows an example of the results of the storage dispatch tool.
Figure 8: Example optimal storage dispatch for an E19 customer.
The original customer load is in red, the optimal storage dispatch is in gray, and the resulting customer load is in green.

The optimal storage dispatch profiles are inputs to the feeder DER portfolio optimizations as
the impact curves for specific customers if they adopt storage (i.e., the storage is
pre-dispatched). There are not yet enough existing storage adopters to properly train a true
propensity model for storage, and there isn’t a good definition of adoption potential for storage
customers yet. So, each storage dispatch impact curve is matched to exactly one potential
storage customer and considered as independent DER products in the feeder level portfolio
optimizations. If a specific storage dispatch – customer match is chosen as part of the optimal
portfolio, then this customer is automatically a target (there is no propensity ranking for
storage customers as their associated impact curves are unique). Levelized cost for BTM storage
is adopted directly from a Lazard’s cost of storage market assessment.24
As a technology demonstration project, the goal of EPIC 2.22 was not to forecast energy storage
adoption, but to investigate how energy storage might be included in distribution planning and
develop the capabilities necessary to complete such a task. As such, EPIC 2.22 limits BTM
24

Lazard’s Cost of Storage Analysis ver3.0 can be found at https://www.lazard.com/media/450338/lazardlevelized-cost-of-storage-version-30.pdf.
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Storage adoption to E19 customers. This is based on internal research which shows storage has
the highest value proposition to E19’s large industrial customers. Future versions of the model
may expand storage to other customer groups.
4.3.2.4.2 Energy Efficiency
EE Product groups (made up of many EE measures) and customer-specific EE product matches
were developed using a knowledge-based recommendation engine which uses association rule
learning to identify EE program adoption patterns. This tool discovers characteristics common
to customers who adopt the same EE product groups, and then recommends that product to
customers with similar characteristics who have not yet adopted the measure effectively, the
adoption potential for EE product groups. This recommendation engine was developed by
PG&E and is documented in detail in Zawadzki et al (2016).25 There can be many customers
matched to the same EE product by this tool. To rank these customer targets, EPIC 2.22 ranks
the customers based on their average total monthly energy usage for the past year (high
consumers being better targets). As customer level EE propensity models are developed at
PG&E, these can easily replace this unsophisticated ranking system.
Levelized costs for EE use the formulation in Equation 1, where the electric costs and the
amount of kilowatt-hour savings are outputs of the cost effectiveness tool (CET). These outputs
are at the measure or product level, which are not publicly available. However, the aggregated
results can be found in PG&E’s EE Program public filing to the CPUC.26 The costs and savings are
based on the 2016 annual CET results, and, for the purposes of this demonstration, are
assumed to be constant into the future.
As a technology demonstration project EPIC 2.22 only models EE for non-residential customers,
due to the difficulty with tracking residential customer EE participation, but could be expanded.
EE product group impact shapes are derived from those in the Database for Energy Efficient
Resources (DEER)27 and the E3 Avoided Cost Calculator.28
4.3.2.4.3 Rooftop PV
PG&E developed propensity-to-adopt scores for customer PV adoption using logistic regression
models for residential and non-residential customers. According to PG&E’s modeling,
customers in single family, owner-occupied homes with above-average electricity usage and

25

26
27
28

Zawadzki, P; Lin, Y; Dahlquist, F; Bao, T; Laurain, A-L; Johnson, K. (2016) “Personalized energy efficiency
program targeting with association rule mining.” ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings.
Available at: https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2016/data/papers/8_404.pdf.
https://cedars.sound-data.com/upload/confirmed-dashboard/PGE/2017/.
http://www.deeresources.com/.
https://www.ethree.com/public_proceedings/energy-efficiency-calculator/.
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neighbors who have already adopted PV are the most likely to adopt PV in the future.
Non-residential PV adoption is more likely among large customers with relatively high usage.
PV system sizes are customized to the individual customer based on their historic load.
Levelized costs are provided directly from internal PV forecast models.
PV impact shapes were developed for each type of PV mounting structure (flat roof, tilted roof,
and ground-mount) for each DPA by PG&E’s internal meteorology team using historic weather
data and the National Renewable Energy Lab’s (NREL) PVWatts29 tool. Depending upon the
individual customer’s forecasted system size, the PV impact shape is scaled accordingly. Thus,
EPIC 2.22 considers the load impacts of potential PV adopters with different system sizes as
separate products in the feeder level portfolio optimizations.
4.3.2.4.4 Demand Response
Consistent with current distribution planning processes, EPIC 2.22 only includes two DR
programs, Base Interruptible Program30 (BIP) and SmartAC.31 These are now integrated in the
CAISO market as supply-side DR but are still considered as DERs that affect long term
distribution planning scenarios. On-going work at PG&E to develop a SmartAC Potential Load
Reduction Model was leveraged to rank SmartAC customer targets. While this method
continues to be refined, the current approach is to model the dependency between a
coefficient of variation (CV) of load and historical impacts. A curve is fit to minimize the error
between CV and the load impacts. Since BIP eligibility is restricted to very few large customers,
all eligible customers are considered by the optimization model as potential adopters.
Similar to storage, the DR load impacts are pre-dispatched before the portfolio optimization
model. For DR, the dispatch is based on the load forecasts for the specific feeders and the
program’s operational characteristics. DR is dispatched on peak days while meeting the
program constraints. More information on these constraints is available online.30,31
The impact curves for days when DR is dispatched are derived in accordance with the Load
Impact Protocols. The load impact data was developed using rigorous econometric models and
experimental design techniques. Official compliance filing reports documenting how the load
impacts were developed for each program are publicly available.32 These reports provide highly
detailed descriptions of how the source data was developed for each program as well as
performance characteristics.

29
30

31

32

https://pvwatts.nrel.gov/.
https://www.pge.com/en_US/business/save-energy-money/energy-management-programs/demandresponse-programs/base-interruptible/base-interruptible.page.
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/save-energy-money/savings-solutions-and-rebates/smartac/smart-ac.page.
https://pgera.azurewebsites.net/Regulation/ValidateDocAccess?docID=444844.
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4.3.3 Optimization Model Formulation
For each feeder in the EPIC 2.22 pilot area (476 feeders), the Data Engineering portion of the
model sets up the following input data for the optimizations:
1. Which customers on the feeder are matched (likely to adopt and eligible for) to each
DER product / program. This is the DER potential available on the feeder for use in NWA
solutions and ranges from 76-125 different DER options per feeder, depending on the
feeder’s customer base.
2. The levelized cost associated with each DER product/program based.
3. The levelized cost and incremental size of wires alternatives (grid upgrades). The
incremental size (in MW) and cost of grid upgrades is a user input to the model (defaults
to 10 MW and $100/kW per year).
4. Hourly DER impact shapes associated with eligible DER products/programs on the
feeder (based on which customers on the feeder are matched with which DER in
1 above). This is the potential impact a DER could have on mitigating feeder overload.
5. Hourly load forecasts and feeder capacities. This identifies feeder overloads where they
occur, including a user-specified resource adequacy buffer (defaults to 5%).
The optimization itself identifies the lowest cost portfolio of DER and wires options available to
mitigate forecasted feeder overloads subject to the following two constraints:
1. The DER products selected by the optimization must not exceed the available DER
adoption potential on the feeder.
2. Feeder overloads must be mitigated in every hour of the year.
a. This also means that DERs that cause load increases in some hours (storage and
DR) cannot cause any hour of the year to become overloaded.
The resulting optimal solution can be DER only, DER + wires, or wires only.
Feeders are solved independently and in parallel using Python and Apache Spark on AWS. Each
year is solved in series for a specific feeder, considering any previous years' solutions (e.g., any
DER product load impacts associated with previous solutions are subtracted from the following
years’ load forecasts before going into the next optimization.)
The mathematical formulation for the optimization objective function and constraints is given
in Equation 3. The optimization problem is solved using the CBC (Coin-or Branch and Cut)33
open source Mixed-Integer Linear Program solver.

33

https://projects.coin-or.org/Cbc.
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Equation 3: Optimization model objective function and constraints

Mixed Integer Programming Objective Function:
Minimize Costs:
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝐶 =

∑

𝑥𝑝 𝑐𝑝

𝑝

where:
𝑥𝑝 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝 (𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜)
𝑐𝑝 = 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝
Subject To:
Constraint on number of available products:
𝑥𝑝 ≤ 𝑀𝑝
Hourly overload constraints:

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ℎ − ∑ 𝑥𝑝 𝑙𝑝,ℎ ≤ 0
𝑝

Mixed integer constraints:
𝑥𝑝 > 0
𝑥𝑝 ∈ ℤ𝑛
where:
𝑀𝑝 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑ℎ = 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑡ℎ − 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦ℎ = 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ℎ
𝑙𝑝,ℎ = 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ℎ
** grid / wire alternatives are treated the same way as a DER product - there is an "incremental
grid upgrade size", for example 10 MW, and a specified cost in $/kw-year, so if the optimization
recommends a grid upgrade then the number of incremental upgrades required will be equal to
x upgrades, where p = wires
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4.4 Sample Results
Through a series of screenshots this report will now walk readers through the process a
Distribution Planner might take, and how they might use the EPIC 2.22 user interface. In order
to protect customer privacy, market integrity, and grid security some of the screenshot
information has been redacted and replaced with strikethrough text.
The Grid Overview page (Figure 9) summarizes the forecasted status of the grid, expected
overloads, and DER potential.
A. Drop down menus allow Distribution Planners to filter displayed result based on
overload status, grid topology, and forecast scenario.
B. A high- level summary of the state of the planned distribution grid shows feeders, their
peak overload (red triangles), and their DER potential (colored bars).
C. This adoption potential is compared against the DERs selected as part of the optimal
NWA portfolio (this is zero if there is no overload on the feeder).
D. Users can select a specific feeder to get more detail about specific DER adoption
potential on that feeder.
E. Finally, if the selected feeder has an overload, the table displays the optimal mitigation
portfolio (cost and number of customers and/or wires upgrade increments).
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Figure 9: Grid Overview tab of the EPIC 2.22 Tableau dashboard

The Feeder Load Overview page (Figure 10) helps distribution planners understand the timing
and magnitude of feeder overloads.
A. The user selects the feeder to analyze.
B. The scaled factor allows users to adjust the amount of resource adequacy buffer applied
to the analysis.
C. Users can select from one of several pre-calculated DER adoption forecasts (from
LoadSEER). These forecasts align with official PG&E submissions in the Integrated
Distributed Energy Resources and DRP proceedings. More details about these forecasts
are described in the dashboard text.
D. The table shows forecasted feeder peak overloads by month and year.
E. The heatmap displays forecasted overloads by day and hour for a selected year (larger
overloads are a deeper red). This feeder has its highest overloads in the evening in the
fall. The striations are due to differences in weekday and weekend load forecasts.
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Figure 10: Feeder Overview tab of the EPIC 2.22 Tableau dashboard

The Feeder Optimization Results Exploration page (Figure 11) lets users explore the
optimization results more deeply.
A. Users can select the same feeder-scaling factor-forecast scenarios.
B. Users are able to see the feeder’s forecasted load curve (light blue curve), and the load
curve after the optimal NWA portfolio is adopted (dark blue curve). This is compared
against the feeder capacity (red line) and the buffer capacity (orange line). If a wires
upgrade is the most cost-effective solution, a new grey line will appear. Wires solutions
can be adopted in any year, depending if and when they are the most cost effective.
C. The feeder’s peak days are provided as reference points.
D. The load profile of the optimal NWA portfolio (difference between the light blue and
dark blue lines) is broken down by DER technology. The red line shows when overloads
are occurring and at what magnitude.
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Figure 11: Feeder Optimization Results Exploration tab of the EPIC 2.22 Tableau dashboard

The Feeder Optimization Results Details page (Figure 12) allows users to dive deeper into the
DERs selected as part of the NWA solution.
A. Users are able to select a specific time period, ranging from one day to eight years
B. This is a zoomed in version of D. in Figure 11 above. For the selected date range, the
impact curves of the optimal DER portfolio (colored area charts) are layered with the
initial feeder overload profile (red line) (i.e. the feeder’s initial capacity is at zero).
C. This is a zoomed in version of B. in Figure 11 above. For the selected date range, the
feeder load, optimized feeder load, feeder capacity, and resource adequacy buffer are
shown.
D. DER impact profiles aggregated by individual DER products / programs are displayed for
reference (there is a tool tip that labels each shape when you hover over it).
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Figure 12: Optimization Exploration tab of the EPIC 2.22 Tableau dashboard

Finally, the Customer Map page (Figure 13) allows users to identify specific customers to target
for DER adoption.
A. An interactive map shows the exact location of customers who are included in the DER
adoption potential on the feeder. Customers are color coded by DER technology; some
customers can adopt multiple technologies
B. The same interface shows customers who have been selected for DER adoption as part
of the optimal NWA solution, as well as which DER they should adopt in which year in
order to achieve the optimal solution.
C. When hovering over a specific customer, that customer’s DER adoption potential is
broken down by product.
D. Users can filter the maps by DER type and year to drill down on the optimal adoption
targets.
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Figure 13: Customer Map tab of the EPIC 2.22 Tableau dashboard

4.5 Summary of Preliminary Results
Of the 476 feeders analyzed as part of EPIC 2.22 demonstration analysis (which were included
in this project based on their high likelihood of overloading), only 91 (19%), did in fact have a
forecasted overload sometime in the next 8 years (with a 5% resource adequacy buffer
applied). Of those 91 overloaded feeders, a completely NWA solution to mitigate the overload
was feasible in only 51 instances; that is 56% of the 91 forecasted overloaded feeders have
overloads that can be met solely with DERs. Under the assumptions used in this demonstration
project, an entirely NWA solution (i.e. no wires upgrades) was the lowest cost option on
32 feeders (35% of the 91 forecasted overloaded feeders).
Before this finding can be applied to the PG&E system more broadly, continued investments to
refine data quality and confirm assumptions are needed. Nevertheless, traditional wires
solutions were found to be more cost effective than DER portfolios 37% of the time (19 of the
51 feeders where a complete NWA solution was feasible).
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The EPIC 2.22 tools and platform were also utilized to develop PG&E’s first DDOR. There was
some, but not complete, overlap between the feeders included in the initial group of 476 and
the assets included in DDOR. The EPIC 2.22 tools and platform significantly reduced the time
and cost required to complete necessary analysis, while also increasing the level detail and
technical rigor.

4.6 Path to Production
The 476 feeders included in EPIC 2.22 represent about 15% of the Utility’s 3,300 feeders. During
the DRP’s Track 3 proceeding, which was concurrent with EPIC 2.22, it became clear that the
NWA analysis functionality EPIC 2.22 provides would need to be expanded beyond the pilot
population. The project team was therefore very mindful of structuring data pipelines and
algorithms with scalability in mind. One tangible example of this is the utilization of on-demand
distributed computing resources. If there is a need to complete optimizations on more feeders
or to complete the optimizations faster additional computing power is easily and
instantaneously available.
Beyond the analytical and computational techniques utilized to ensure ease of scalability, the
project team also ensured that the tool was aligned with ongoing business processes by
meeting with internal subject matter experts regularly. The tool developed during the
demonstration of EPIC 2.22 was used by PG&E to respond to requirements set forth in the DRP
proceeding, specifically the creation and publication of the 2018 DDOR. PG&E also plans to use
the tools and functionalities developed and demonstrated in EPIC 2.22 in their 2018/2019
Distribution Planning cycle, of which DDOR is one of the pieces. The tools and functionalities
developed and demonstrated in EPIC 2.22 will be used in parallel with existing business
processes. Based on user feedback and the results of these parallel processes, improvements
will be made to the tool. The intent is that these upgrades will allow the tool and capabilities
demonstrated in EPIC 2.22 to be a core distribution planning tool in the 2019 planning cycle.
Expansion beyond EPIC 2.22 is also been scoped internally to meet the requirements of DRP
Track 3.
The below list of improvements is important to consider when implementing and scaling this or
similar solutions. This is also applicable to other utilities pursuing this type of approach.



Systematic population of a data lake or similar infrastructure that minimizes barriers to
access diverse information resources for security qualified data scientists and
developers
Improved access to information for non-technical users through thoughtful user
interfaces. When doing so - consider software download requirements versus webhosted applications licensing, report generation and exporting/sharing, as well as log-in
requirements.
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o Similarly, consider allowing regulator, intervenor, or the public to login to a
version of the user interface that is not security or customer privacy sensitive.
 Formal adoption of a unified levelized cost methodology that can be used across all DER
technologies and programs
 The incorporation of both load decreasing and load increasing DERs (like Electric
Vehicles), and allowance of load switching between feeders to be included in the
optimization
 The inclusion of additional optimization constraints such as elimination of solar backfeeding, grid resiliency, or requiring DERs be procured during a specific time period
 Development of an optimization algorithm that is “asset agnostic” i.e. capable of
generating an optimal DER/wires portfolio at the transformer, feeder, bank, sub-station,
or transmission level
 Allowing for increasingly customizable and specific costs for both traditional wire and
DER solutions
 Minimize the refresh and run times required upon receiving updated optimization
inputs
 Increased integration with other Distribution Planning tools such as CYME, or
applications developed as part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s GridAPPS-D
 Alignment of methodologies and tools across regulatory proceedings i.e. LNBA, GNA,
and DDOR
Integration with DERMS or ADMS systems through backend data engineering or the use of an
API
In summary, while the learnings and capabilities developed within EPIC 2.22 represent a
significant step forward, there is an even greater opportunity to further increase the analytical
rigor, level of detail, and integration of advanced analytical tools into utility distribution
planning activities.
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5 Value Propositions
The purpose of EPIC funding is to support investments in TD&D projects that benefit the
electricity customers of PG&E, SDG&E, and SCE.

5.1 Primary Principles
The primary principles of EPIC are to invest in technologies and approaches that provide
benefits to electric ratepayers by promoting greater reliability, lower costs, and increased
safety. This EPIC project contributes to these primary principles in the following ways:


Greater reliability: The tool demonstrated in EPIC 2.22 project allows us to reduce the
need to make equipment replacements and therefore reduce planned and unplanned
outages



Lower costs: This project is inherently a cost-based optimization and finds the lowest
lost DER portfolio



Increased safety and/or enhanced environmental sustainability: The DER portfolios
recommended by the tool demonstrated in this EPIC 2.22 project reduce load
requirements for the utility and therefore associated GHG emissions

5.2 Secondary Principles
EPIC also has a set of complementary secondary principles. This EPIC project contributes to
the following secondary principles: societal benefits, GHG emissions reduction, the loading
order, economic development; and efficient use of ratepayer funds.


Societal benefits: Indirect societal benefits



GHG emissions reduction: The DER portfolios recommended by the tool demonstrated
in this EPIC 2.22 project reduce load requirements for the utility and therefore
associated GHG emissions



The loading order: This is an extension of the loading order from energy procurement to
distribution planning



Economic development: The DER portfolios potentially could indirectly create local jobs



Efficient use of ratepayer funds: Because it recommends this project finds the lowest
lost DER portfolio it helps efficiently use ratepayer funds and lower costs.
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6 Accomplishments
The EPIC 2.22 prototype was one of the first “big data analytics” tools that utilizes cloud
computing built by a PG&E’s internal staff, without the use of consultants or vendors. The most
similar application known was an Excel interface developed by Energy and Environmental
Economics, Inc (E3) for Consolidated Edison of New York. 34 While a novelty when developed,
EPIC 2.22 vastly exceeds this tool in its capabilities, speed, and level of detail, and was
developed completely using in house talent. Developing, demonstrating, and continuously
improving these internal analytical capabilities is a key step in both the integration and
realization of the full value of DERs by utilities, and to California’s utilities success in meeting
the state’s ambitious climate change goals.
One of EPIC 2.22’s biggest successes was the use of distributed cloud computing. Within PG&E,
models are typically developed using Excel or, at best, SQL and SAS. While extremely accessible,
these tools have significant limitations. EPIC 2.22 was able to step into uncharted territory by
utilizing an external cloud computing platform. This capability allowed EPIC 2.22 to distribute
the more than 3 billion records and associated analyses across multiple computing cores,
parallelizing analytics that would have otherwise taken weeks to complete on a stand-alone
computer. This efficiency and the resulting speed unlocks an ability for Distribution Planners to
research, experiment, and understand NWA portfolios and their ability to cost effectively meet
grid needs.
These distributed analytics are supported by an incredibly rich and detailed data set. PG&E has
unique 8,760 load shapes for each product or program within a DER technology family. EE, for
example, has over 70 different 8,760 load shapes, each for a different EE product group. For
energy storage, EPIC 2.22 generates customer-specific 8,760 load shapes that consider the
customer’s historic usage patterns and rate tariff to determine an optimal dispatch profile that
minimizes the customer’s bill. Also included in EPIC 2.22 are customer propensities for each
DER technology; these propensities go beyond ensuring customers are eligible for DER
technologies and programs and uses demographic and historic program enrollment information
to recommend specific DER technologies that are likely to benefit the customers. Such detailed
and granular recommendations are extremely valuable to distribution planning and PG&E at
large.
EPIC 2.22 also demonstrated the value of the Agile project management philosophy for
remaining nimble and resilient to setbacks. While internal decision-making and cyber security
processes assessed the feasibility of alternative technology stacks, the EPIC 2.22 team used this
time to become more modular, less reliant on flat-files, and advanced input data quality. EPIC
2.22 also used this time to develop the capability to include wires solutions in its optimization
as well as DERs, to ensure that the tool truly identified the lowest-cost solution possible.
34

See E3 – Tools: Integrated Demand Side Management Model for more information.
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The team dedicated a great deal of time to developing an innovative, user-friendly interface.
This front end was prototyped in Tableau for EPIC 2.22 and could be expanded into a webhosted interface with the ability to scale to more features in production. The user interface was
developed in close collaboration with internal subject matter experts, stakeholders ad potential
end users. Users are not just presented with the results of the optimizations but are able to
directly access the detailed data and analytics that underlie the results. Coupled with the ability
to experiment with different scenario options, EPIC 2.22 provides users with advanced NWA
analysis capabilities.
In addition to the above learnings and enhanced capabilities, the use of EPIC 2.22 in the 2018
DDOR resulted in same year productivity enhancements. Achieving time efficiency, resource
intensity, and level of detail improvements in such sort order is a significant accomplishment.
Subject matter experts have stated that the platform and learnings from EPIC 2.22 can be
considered the missing piece for Distribution Planning and at full production have the potential
to be the right product, at the right time, and in the right place.

6.1 Detailed Accomplishments
6.1.1 Platform
1. The cloud-based computing platform is able to incorporate the back-end data and data
engineering, analytics, and optimizations for PG&E’s entire distribution service territory,
not just the 15% sample set used in EPIC 2.22.
a. Utilizing this type of on demand storage and computing power resources also
reduces PG&E’s IT overhead costs and maintenance responsibilities.
b. The ability to seamlessly coordinate with internal IT to scale the number of
engaged servers up and down, without needing to contract or contact a vendor,
is key to ensuring that project results are refreshed and published efficiently and
quickly.
2. Back-end scripts run efficiently and follow data engineering and analytics best-practices,
allowing the entire system to be analyzed in orders of magnitude less time than
previously.
a. The use of open-source coding languages, makes adding new features and
troubleshooting much easier.
3. Built for scale
a. Using PySpark, the Python API for Apache Spark (a cluster-computing
framework), makes it possible to scale EPIC 2.22 to PG&E’s entire service
territory.
b. The use of data partitioning allows for increased parallelization during data
engineering, reduces inefficient data processing, and allows specific smaller
pieces of data to be accessed for analytics.
– Allows certain pieces of data (i.e. partitions) to be read into memory only
when needed.
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c. The modularity of DER impact curves allows new products and/or programs to
be added and removed from the optimization formulations without
restructuring.

6.1.2 Front-End
4. Providing business users with easy access to detailed data, high powered analytics, and
a comprehensive optimization engine through a point and click interface.
a. The front-end technology that EPIC 2.22 is currently on is accessible by all PG&E
employees and is used by many PG&E employees already. This allows for
immediate access and utilization of EPIC 2.22.
5. Since the front-end is independent of the back-end, the front-end can and will evolve as
business needs become more refined. An explicitly modular approach allows for new
features to be added as these needs develop.
6. A single interactive platform that can provide users with high level summaries as well as
“deep dive” information on specific distribution feeders, DERs on that feeder, etc.
7. The analytics and data available extend beyond the traditional business divide between
PG&E’s Electric Operations and Customer Care LOBs by making individual customer level
recommendations and data accessible to all.
a. This will help to build future bottom-up forecasts for DER locations (both organic
and targeted) while also ensuring that PG&E targets the appropriate customers
for the necessary DERs in the areas under consideration for NWAs.

6.1.3 Impact Curves & Propensity Model Improvements
8. EPIC 2.22 has motivated the LOBs who develop and maintain the EE, DR, DG, and ES
inputs used in the optimization models to further improve upon their work and make it
readily available for wider use.
a. The use of stand in data was part of the team’s original business plan. But over
the course of the project the team was able to not just improve data quality, but
also raise internal standards for data documentation and cataloguing.
9. EPIC 2.22 provides a platform for data analysis and storage related to the DRP and other
analyses and proceedings.
a. Data required for filings tends to be spread out across the Company and stored
in flat files. Flat files can create latency and accuracy issues.
10. EPIC 2.22 provides an analytics platform where future customer propensity models can
be stored, documented, and run.
a. In this vein, EPIC 2.22 has created a platform where other DER models can be
run, and their interaction affects researched.
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6.1.4 Internal Project
11. EPIC 2.22 was completed using all in-house talent, from product management to data
engineering, to data analysis, to visualization.
a. This in-house skill development proves that PG&E, and utilities more broadly,
can not only complete this type of project, but exceed project requirements. Not
only are these analytical capabilities increasingly needed as the role of utilities
evolves, having people with these skills on staff will reduce the number of costly
consultants hired to complete such work in the future.
b. Keeping personally identifiable customer data and sensitive grid data internal
reduces the number of data leak opportunities while reducing cybersecurity
attack vectors.
c. This proof of concept project has already created task efficiency savings that
exceed the project’s cost. This has extended beyond NWA analysis to include
some of PG&E’s most innovative and forward-looking projects, including the
Oakland Clean Energy Initiative.35

6.1.5 Agile, Iterative, Adaptive Approach
12. EPIC 2.22 took an iterative and adaptive approach to the development of the
algorithms, back-end platforms, front-end platforms, and data inputs.
a. After initial development, it became clear that the vendor-sourced on-site server
was not going to meet all the project’s goals. The EPIC 2.22 team reevaluated the
project plan and worked with internal partners to pivot to a cloud computing
approach.
b. The project team constantly re-evaluated the back-end platform to ensure it was
moving in the best direction with consideration of performance and alignment
with enterprise standards in mind.
c. The EPIC 2.22 team took a user centric approach – meeting with the end-users
frequently, re-evaluating tool structure, and functionality based on user
feedback.
d. When making development decisions the project team looked beyond
immediate needs and whenever possible took into consideration the needs of a
full-scale deployment.

6.1.6 Exploration and Testing of New Tools
13. EPIC 2.22 explored and was the first user of many new tools for data- and analyticsbased projects within PG&E.
35

The Oakland Clean Energy Initiative would be the first time that local clean-energy resources are proactively
deployed as an alternative to fossil-fuel generation for transmission reliability in the U.S.
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a. The project team worked with other internal teams to leverage tools that could
be shared across projects, such as AWS’s elastic cloud compute (EC2), simple
storage service (S3), and Redshift.
b. A series of front-end platforms and languages were evaluated and an ease-ofuse versus value scale was developed due to EPIC 2.22's exploration.
c. This project uses Python as the core language, leveraging the Spark Python API,
PySpark, for data engineering and parallelizing hundreds of optimizations. This
was the first recorded use of PySpark in an EPIC project.
d. The Tableau front end has a live connection to a more than 3 billion record
dataset that resides in AWS Redshift. Tableau can accommodate this large
dataset through strategic partitioning of the data that is filtered on import to the
front-end based on user interactions.

6.1.7 Data Improvements in Accuracy and Consistency
14. Data in PG&E has typically been kept in distinct, restricted access, use-based data silos.
a. EPIC 2.22 consolidated DER related data and made it easier for data users to gain
access to and visualize this data.
b. The economic valuation of DER benefits is now consistent to allow for more
accurate comparisons across DERs. Customer, feeder, and locational data
sources were integrated.

6.1.8 Efficient Analyses (Time and People Power)
15. EPIC 2.22 has taken a manual process and made it automated with more accuracy than
before.
a. EPIC reduced the TDSM business process time by more than 99.99%, saving
thousands of hours and enabling more in-depth analysis and exploration.
b. At full scale deployment, the tools and functionalities developed and
demonstrated in EPIC 2.22 will be able to analyze the entire PG&E grid to
proactively identify and solve potential future overload scenarios or use DERs to
avoid the operation or construction of expensive and GHG-emitting peaker
power plants.
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7 Learnings & Recommendations
7.1 Technical Learnings & Recommendations
As a technology demonstration project intended to advance not just PG&E, but California more
broadly, the EPIC 2.22 project team is open to share the challenges it faced and the experience
it was able to collect along the way with the hope that others can learn from them. Many of
these learnings have already been shared at the conferences and industry events listed in
External Coordination and Sharing section of this report.

7.1.1 Project Management







Learning: Over the life of an EPIC project (~2 years), needs change.
o Recommendation: Incorporate planning and execution flexibility into future EPIC
projects or similar R&D projects. Communicate often with the end user.
Learning: End user teams may not understand technical possibilities and development
teams may not understand the end user teams’ needs
o Recommendation: Identify and utilize subject matter experts to explain processes
and reasoning behind them. Embed technical team members into end user teams to
explain the art of the possible.
Learning: The Agile project management framework is more suited to software
development and data analytics EPIC projects than the traditional Waterfall approach
o Recommendation: Carefully consider the type of project you are working on when
selecting a project management framework.
Learning: An iterative approach to development which includes Minimum Viable Product
(MVP) tenants reduces risk and provides end users with something to react to in a timely
manner.
o Recommendation: Iterative development approaches should be strongly considered
for EPIC projects and extended to other modeling and software efforts at the
Company as well.

7.1.2 Staffing




Learning: Staffing resources on a project can change unexpectedly
o Recommendation: To minimize the impact of departures, and even temporary reassignments, schedule time to document progress throughout the project, not just
at the end.
Learning: Outsourcing can lead to external dependencies, and be a limiting factor when
considering changes to project scope or timing
o Recommendation: If working with a vendor or external party, utilize a paired
development approach which reduces dependency risk and improves internal
capabilities
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7.1.3 Back-End Platform






Learning: Open-source languages have significant transparency, business continuity,
integration, and documentation benefits
o Recommendation: Ensure future development of EPIC 2.22 as well as other projects
and analysis continue to use open-source languages for ease of development and
trouble-shooting.
Learning: Creating Python packages, APIs, and data frames requires upfront effort, but is
more than worth it. This sort of data product creation can lead to increased utilization of
final deliverables and enables alignment across the enterprise.
o Recommendation: Future EPIC projects should take a modular approach to software
development and develop packages etc. where appropriate. These code packages
should be saved and referenced by future projects.
Learning: New tools and processes can create cyber-security concerns, which can lead to
project delays
o Recommendation: Build this time into a project plan. Use subject matter experts and
IT representatives to navigate these issues.

7.1.4 Front-End Platform & Tool Use




Learning: Even if out of scope of current project, end users will be interested in examining
and making improvements to every step in a process’s value chain.
o Recommendation: Define a clear project scope. Understand the downstream impact
of process changes.
Learning: Front-end design can affect end users’ trust in, comfort with, and utilization of a
new tool
o Recommendation: Before developing new applications, understand current toolsets.
Consider watching how a user interacts with a tool, as part of the design process.
Include time for training as part of the project plan and budget.

7.1.5 Data Learnings




Learning: Caveat emptor: data cleanliness, usability, and quality are not guaranteed.
o Recommendation: Always build in time for data cleaning and engineering. Utilizing a
nimbler project management method allows the team to adapt to this situation
when it arises.
Learning: Data, models, and algorithms are spread across PG&E with varying states of
consistency and validation.
o Recommendation: Improve formal and informal coordination between analytical
teams. Use GitHub or similar platforms to provide insight and access to models to
different LOBs. Tools like Domino Data Labs or Collibra can align assumptions across
models.
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Learning: DERs and other NWAs have unique characteristics making apples-to-apples
comparisons difficult.
o Recommendation: Consider the development of a statewide DER database, aligning
assumptions and impact curve information between utilities, regulators and
intervenors
Learning: Compared to digital advertising or e-commerce, DER technology’s long sales
cycles limit recommendation algorithms’ ability to learn and improve
o Recommendation: Receive feedback from field reps on what products are and are
not resonating with customers. Incorporate this learning in the algorithm and
consider developing a formal feedback loop

7.1.6 End User Engagement






Learnings: Active end users are critical and can significantly benefit a project. End users that
are too engaged can slow down a project as well.
o Recommendation: Verify end users’ leadership is aware of the need for active
engagement and find a balance that suits the team. Clearly communicate and agree
on the role of the end user and expected level of engagement. Communicate the
cost and time impact of decisions whenever possible.
Learning: Cross LOB EPIC projects are rare and difficult to fund post-EPIC.
o Recommendation: Consider how EPIC projects fit into the Utility’s annual funding
cycles. Should there be “incubation fund” once projects are deemed feasible and
valuable?
Learning: Regulatory, legislative, and organization changes can affect user needs and
priorities.
o Recommendation: Iterate on a vision for an EPIC project and then regularly check in
on this vision and the use cases.

7.1.7 Further Improvement




Learnings: There are different skills required to create a data product versus maintain a data
product
o Recommendation: With special attention to annual planning cycles, outline and
arrange support with IT group(s) and end user(s) from the beginning of
development.
Learnings: Collaboration tools with chat and search functionality can be beneficial, but
should not be the only form of communication
o Recommendation: Be sure to follow up critical assignments via the default mode of
communication for your company (Email)
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7.2 General Recommendations
As shown by the success of EPIC 2.22, PG&E and other utilities should not hesitate to invest in
internal talent when considering new analytical projects and software development. As
previously discussed in this report, internal teams can be more cost effective, nimbler and
reduce business continuity risks when compared against external vendors.
The project team recommends utilities, including PG&E, continue to develop advanced DER
adoption propensity models. These models should go beyond customer segmentation by
utilizing interval data, historic program participation information, and demographic data to
predict adoption of DERs on multiple time horizons and under different scenario conditions.
Utilities’ service territory monopolies provide a rare opportunity for these types of algorithms
to be shared between utilities allowing all contributors to benefit.
The EPIC 2.22 team recommends PG&E continue the development of its data lake. If continued,
this growth when paired with meta-data management best practices and forward-looking
model governance techniques can turn data and IT from a cost center, to an asset that provides
operational efficiencies and improves decision making.
The team also recommends that the CPUC and CEC consider updates to their official DER
technology load impact curves. Many of the CPUC’s official curves are based on engineering
studies conducted more than 30 years ago. For some technologies, like EVs, there are no official
curves. Outdated and unofficial curves led to inconsistency in assumptions at utilities and make
it difficult to compare IOU models against those developed by regulators, researchers, and
interveners. Furthermore, without resource adequacy requirements for each DER, in order to
ensure reliability, Distribution Planners are forced to apply discount rates that increase NWA
sizes beyond what may be required.
Another recommendation focused on data inputs - the project team recommends that the
CPUC and CEC adopt a consistent cost methodology across DERs. Whether it be the levelized
cost methodology used in EPIC 2.22 or another approach, a standard will allow for an apple-toapple comparison of DER technologies by customers and utilities. This cost methodology could
be paired with the locational net benefit approach in development in the DRP, which to date
has only covered benefits, not net benefits, of DERs.
To this point, it is critical that the CPUC and other regulators determine a way in which DERs
can be welcomed and encouraged to compete in a fair and sustainable marketplace that
benefits all customers. As has been discussed in proceedings on net-energy metering, and the
self-generation incentive program, DERs do not solve all problems for all customers. In fact,
when sold and deployed without a long-term vision in mind, the actions of DER vendors can
negatively impact our most vulnerable and disadvantaged customers. The short-sighted actions
of these highly unregulated companies and any associated bankruptcies undermine the ability
of utilities to reliably incorporate DERs into planning processes that have 60-year time horizons.
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This is especially relevant given the distribution planning findings of EPIC 2.22 – due to load
decline, only a small percentage of assets may need to be replaced. This smaller than
anticipated market size may bring out the worst in market participants. With a track record of
customer complaints and aggressive sales tactics, the project team and PG&E are concerned
about the impact increased competition in the DER grid services market will have on
consumers.
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8 Integration into Current Processes

Figure 14: Demonstrates how EPIC 2.22 fits into PG&E’s Integrated Distribution Planning Framework
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9 Technology Transfer, External Coordination
and Sharing
9.1 Technology Transfer, External Sharing and
References
A primary benefit of the EPIC program is the technology and knowledge sharing that occurs
both internally within PG&E, and across the other IOUs, the CEC and the industry. In order to
facilitate this knowledge sharing, PG&E will share the results of this project in industry
workshops and through public reports published on the PG&E website.
PG&E has dedicated itself to advancing not only its own capabilities but also those of the
broader energy and analytics industries. To this end the project team dedicated significant time
to engaging with researchers and sharing lessons learned with the public. Below is an
incomplete list of public venues where EPIC 2.22 has been discussed and presented:






Venue: Argyle Executive Forum- Customer Care Leadership Forum
o Speaker: Laurie Giammona, Chief Customer Officer
o Date: March 2016
Venue: Teradata Universe, 2016
o Speaker: Grace He, Manager Data Analytics and Governance
o Date: May 2016
Venue: EPIC Fall Symposium
o Speaker: JP Dolphin, Manager Data Analytics
o Date: October 2017
Venue: U.S. Dept. of Energy – Advanced Grid Research
o Speaker: JP Dolphin, Manager Strategic Data Science
o Date: May 2018
Venue: EPRI Analytics Conference
o Speaker: Laura Winger, Data Scientist
o Date: June 2018

PG&E has also published papers providing details on the new analytical approaches which
support EPIC 2.22



Title: Personalized energy efficiency program targeting with association rule mining
o Corresponding Author: Pawel Zawadzki, Expert Data Scientist
o Publication: 2016 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings
Title: Better Understanding Customers: Developing SMB DNA to Improve Customer
Interactions and Catalyze Positive Behavior Changes
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o Corresponding Author: Anne-Lise Laurain, Senior Data Analyst
o Publication: 2016 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings
EPIC 2.22 has also been referenced in several industry and research reports



Innovative Applications of Customer Data Analytics: A Case Study – 2015 Technical
Update.
o Publisher: Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
Grid Edge Customer Utility Analytics Ecosystems: Competitive Analysis, Forecasts and
Case Studies
o Publisher: Greentech Media Research

9.2 Adaptability to Other Utilities and Industry at Large
EPIC 2.22’s mixed integer linear optimization is dependent on being able to compare NWA
technologies to one another and to traditional wires solutions as well. This creates data quality
and data structure requirements before backend scripts can be successfully executed. Following
the resolution of these constraints and given the publication of the optimization objective
function outlined in Equation 3 of this report, EPIC 2.22’s approach could be replicated at other
utilities, by regulators, or researchers.
The rules surrounding DER dispatch, load shapes, etc. will need to be personalized for the areas
that the other utilities serve and their customers’ load shapes. Similarly, customer propensities
to adopt will need to be based on the demographic and propensity information available.

9.3 Data Access
PG&E is committed to enabling innovations that support California’s clean energy goals. As a
result, PG&E has a history of voluntarily sharing data with customers, regulators, researchers,
local governments and private third parties. This commitment was recognized by the California
Institute for Local Governments for its support of local climate planning.
In additional to this report and the venues listed in section Technology Transfer, External
Sharing and References, data about and from EPIC 2.22 has been released publicly as part of
supporting analysis for the Oakland Clean Energy Initiative,35 PG&E official DER forecasts, and
the Utility’s DRP filings.
Upon receiving a qualified request, PG&E will respond in a manner consistent with the CPUC's
data access requirements for EPIC data and results. Unless otherwise noted, this data and the
associated analytics are the intellectual property of Pacific Gas and Electric Corporation. Any
net-revenue or derivative intellectual property generated by EPIC 2.22 are subject to revenue
dispersal requirements outlined in D.13-11-025.
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Requests for additional data should be made through PG&E’s External Data Request Portal
(EDRP)36. Additional information on existing programs through which PG&E shares data, and
PG&E’s data privacy as well as security requirements are available at www.pge.com/data

9.4 Intellectual Property
Because of the ground-breaking nature of EPIC 2.22, as well as the significant time and cost
savings created by the analytical approach developed, a provisional patent has been filed with
the U.S. Patent Office. “System and Server for Parallel Processing of Mixed Integer Programs for
Load Management” (App. No. 62/798,995) outlines the first of its kind analytical process
developed as part of EPIC 2.22. PG&E looks forward to working with the other California
utilities, and the industry at large, to realize the benefits of this approach. This intellectual
property is owned by PG&E, and can be commercialized for the company’s commercial benefit,
in accordance with all appropriate laws and regulations, including EPIC IP App. No. 62/798,995.

36

External Data Request Portal (EDRP) was established in 2014 by CPUC D.14-05-016. This decision required
the utility companies that the CPUC regulates to provide access to energy usage data to researchers and
government agencies, under limited use cases, to further the understanding of California energy use and
conservation. If you qualify for EDRP, this program offers customized datasets for researchers, municipalities,
and federal and state government agencies.
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10 Metrics
The following metrics were identified for this project and included in PG&E’s EPIC Annual
Report as potential metrics to measure project benefits at full scale.37 Given the proof of
concept nature of this EPIC project, these metrics are forward looking.
D.13-11-025, Attachment 4. List of Proposed Metrics and Potential Areas
Reference
of Measurement (as applicable to a specific project or investment area)
3. Economic benefits
a. Maintain / Reduce O&M costs
7. Identification of barriers or issues resolved that prevented
widespread deployment of technology or strategy
b. Increased use of cost-effective digital information and control
technology to improve reliability, security, and efficiency of the electric
grid (Public Utilities (PU) Code § 8360)
e. Development and incorporation of cost-effective DR, demand-side
resources, and energy-efficient resources (PU Code § 8360)
h. Deployment and integration of cost-effective advanced electricity
storage and peak-shaving technologies, including plug-in electric and
hybrid electric vehicles, and thermal-storage air-conditioning (PU Code §
8360)

37

See Section 5.1

See Section 5

See Section 4

See Section 4.3.2

2015 PG&E EPIC Annual Report. February 29, 2016.
http://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/about/environment/epic/EPICAnnualReportAttachmentA.pdf.
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11 Conclusion
EPIC 2.22: Demand Reduction through Targeted Analytics was one of the first internally
developed big data analytics EPIC project at PG&E. In order to achieve the project’s goals, PG&E
employees developed deeper expertise in the fields of data engineering, advanced statistics,
programming, analytics, cloud computing, user interface design, and technical project
management. Lessons learned as part of this process have been shared with the industry at
large and have been leveraged by PG&E as part as the Oakland Clean Energy Initiate, DRP
Demonstration Projects C & D, DDOR, and other EPIC projects.
Beyond these cutting-edge skills, the user interface developed as part of EPIC 2.22 provides
distribution planners with easy access to detailed data, high powered analytics, and a
comprehensive optimization engine. EPIC 2.22 enables the implementation of DER portfolios by
supporting the acquisition of customers using advanced propensity models which match
individual customers with nearly 100 different DER technologies. These capabilities leverage
work done in EPIC 2.23, and directly align with the objectives of the DRP - enabling California to
pursue the incorporation of distributed renewables into distribution planning in an optimal
manner.
The EPIC 2.22 project team has worked diligently to ensure that the user-interface,
recommendation engine, and the back-end systems that support both, are ready for full scale
deployment. As a result, it is estimated that with just 24 resource hours of work that this
demonstration project can be expanded to cover PG&E’s entire service territory. PG&E plans on
pursuing this full-scale deployment, and to use the results to assess the ability of NWAs to meet
grid needs as part of the 2018 Distribution Planning process. In doing so PG&E should be able to
more accurately defer or eliminate the need to complete distribution asset upgrade and
replacement projects. The associated cost savings, which could potentially be millions of
dollars, can be passed on to customers in the form of lower rates.
By reducing the need for emergency and unscheduled asset upgrades EPIC 2.22 will help to
reduce customer experienced outages. The increased inclusion of distributed renewables in the
electric grid will further reduce the carbon intensity of PG&E’s nearly 80% GHG-free energy
portfolio2.
Additional benefits such as improved financial comparability between DERs, increased DER load
saving forecasting accuracy, and reduced DER resource adequacy requirements will benefit
PG&E and the state of California in our shared quest towards a sustainable energy future. The
use of targeted analytics to identify and achieve demand reduction as facilitated by EPIC 2.22,
and the EPIC program more broadly are critical tools in the battle against climate change that
should continue to be supported and prioritized.
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